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Executive Summary

The American people deserve a regulatory system that works for them, 
not against them: a regulatory system that protects and improves 
their health, safety, and environment, and well-being and improves 
the performance of the economy without imposing unacceptable 
or unreasonable costs on society; regulatory policies that recognize 
that the private sector and private markets are the best engine for 
economic growth; regulatory approaches that respect the role of 
State, local, and tribal governments; and regulations that are effective, 
consistent, sensible, and understandable.  We do not have such a 
regulatory system today.

Executive Order 12,866, issued September 30, 1993 and still in effect today  
(attached as Appendix A).

Key Findings

Tucked in a corner of the Old Executive Office Building, an obscure group of some three 
dozen economists exerts extraordinary power over federal rules intended to protect public 
health, worker and consumer safety, and the environment.  Known officially as the Office 
of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA, pronounced oh-EYE-ra), this unit reports to 
the director of the White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB), but operates 
as a free-ranging squad that pulls an astounding number of draft regulatory actions—some 
6,194 over the ten-year period covered in this report—into a dragnet that operates behind 
closed doors.  No policy that might distress influential industries, from oil production to 
coal mining to petrochemical manufacturing, goes into effect without OIRA’s approval.  A 
steady stream of industry lobbyists—appearing some 3,760 times over the ten-year period we 
studied—uses OIRA as a court of last resort when they fail to convince experts at agencies 
like the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to weaken pending 
regulations.

OIRA keeps secret the substance of the changes it makes to 84 percent of EPA and 65 
percent of other agencies’ submissions.  Despite this effort to obscure the impact of its 
work, every single study of its performance, including this one, shows that OIRA serves as 
a one-way ratchet, eroding the protections that agency specialists have decided are necessary 
under detailed statutory mandates, following years—even decades—of work.  OIRA review 
is tacked on at the end of rulemakings that involve careful review of the authorizing statutes, 
lengthy field investigation, extended advice from scientific advisory panels, numerous 
meetings with affected stakeholders, days of public hearings, voluminous public comments, 
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and thousands of hours of staff work.  When all else fails, regulated industries make  
a bee-line for OIRA’s back door. (For an illustration of how OIRA’s review fits into  
the rulemaking process, see Figure 1.)

This report is the first comprehensive effort to unpack the dynamics of OIRA’s daily work, 
specifically with regard to the only information that is readily available to the public about 
its internal review process:  records of its meetings with lobbyists.  These records are perhaps 
the only accessible accounting of OIRA’s influence, and they demonstrate that OIRA has 
persistently ignored the unequivocal mandates of three presidents—Bill Clinton, George W. 
Bush, and Barack Obama—by refusing to disclose the differences between regulatory drafts 
as they enter review and the final versions that emerge at the end of that process.  Our study 
reveals that OIRA routinely substitutes its judgment for that of the agencies, second-guessing 
agency efforts to implement specific mandates assigned to them by Congress in statutes such 
as the Clean Air Act, the Food Quality Protection Act, and the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act.  In so doing, OIRA systematically undermines the clear congressional intent that 
such decisions be made by specified agencies’ neutral experts in the law, science, engineering, 
and economics applicable to a given industry.

Our study covers OIRA meetings that took place between October 16, 2001 and June 
1, 2011.  During this decade-long period, OIRA conducted 6,194 separate “reviews” of 
regulatory proposals and final rules.  According to the available data, these reviews triggered 
1,080 meetings with OIRA staff involving 5,759 appearances by outside participants.  Our 
analysis, which is the most exhaustive evaluation of the impact of White House political 
interference on the mandates of agencies assigned to protect public health, worker safety, 
and the environment, reveals a highly biased process that is far more accessible to regulated 
industries than to public interest groups.

Of course, it is possible—and senior OIRA officials have claimed—that meetings with 
outside parties do not drive their final decisions on agency proposals.  To accept this claim, 
any objective observer must reject the dual assumptions that underlie the entire regulatory 
system:  first, that a pluralistic process based on a level playing field is crucial to a wise result, 
and second, that experts in law, science, engineering, economics, and other disciplines are 
best equipped to evaluate the self-serving claims of private-sector stakeholders.  Neither 
assumption guides OIRA.  Instead, OIRA’s playing field is sharply tilted toward industry 
interests, a process that demeans all disciplines except economists practicing OIRA’s narrow 
brand of cost-benefit analysis, and a wide avenue that allows political considerations to trump 
expert judgments much of the time.  As just one example of the impact of this disturbingly 
secretive process, consider the participation of William Daley, President Obama’s Chief of 
Staff, in OIRA deliberations that eventually compelled EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to 
promulgate a National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ozone pollution that she 
had described as “legally indefensible” only a few months earlier.1
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Our results tell a damning story of the relentless erosion of expert agency judgments by 
relatively junior White House staffers.  OIRA economists use the window dressing of 
ostensibly objective cost-benefit analyses to camouflage politicized interventions that alter 
two-thirds of all regulatory drafts submitted by agencies other than EPA, and a shocking  
84 percent of EPA submissions.  Our specific findings include:

1. Routine Violations of Executive Order 12,866.  In 1993, President Bill Clinton 
attempted to reform OIRA’s most significant shortcomings by issuing Executive Order 
(EO) 12,866, attached to this report as Appendix A.  Underscoring the importance of 
these provisions, Presidents Bush and Obama continued EO 12,866 in effect with only 
minor amendments.  The EO represented a compromise between regulated industries, 
urging strong presidential oversight of Executive Branch regulatory activities, and public 
interest groups, demanding greater transparency regarding the impact of such oversight 
on the protection of public health, worker and consumer safety, and the environment.  
Industry achieved broad oversight, while public interest groups achieved a set of 
disclosure requirements and deadlines that would allow public oversight of OIRA’s work 
and prevent the Office from becoming a politicized sinkhole for proposals that moneyed 
special interests opposed.  

In the 18 years since EO 12,866 was issued, OIRA has pressed the envelope of its 
extraordinarily broad review authority but has routinely flouted these disclosure and 
deadline requirements.  The twin cornerstones of the transparency intended by EO 
12,866 require (1) OIRA to make available “all documents exchanged between OIRA 
and the agency during the review by OIRA” and (2) all agencies to “identify for the 
public those changes in the regulatory action that were made at the suggestion or 
recommendation of OIRA.”  The Obama Administration’s determined neglect of 
these requirements is just as bad as it was under President Bush.  The most important 
consequence of these secretive practices is the nondisclosure of communications between 
OIRA and the agencies, which makes it impossible for the public to undertake a 
systematic, rule-by-rule analysis of the impact of OIRA review.  

2. Blown Deadlines.  Under EO 12,866, OIRA has 90 days to complete its review from 
the date the originating agency (for example, EPA) submits it.  This period can be 
extended by 30 days once, for a total of 120 days, but only if the agency head agrees to 
the longer period.  Of the 501 completed reviews that we examined (those in which 
OIRA was lobbied by outside parties), 59 reviews (12 percent) lasted longer than 120 
days and 22 extended beyond 180 days (about six months). 

Among recent examples of such delays, EPA’s proposed coal ash rule, written in response 
to the spill of 1 billion gallons of coal ash sludge in Kingston, Tennessee in 2008, 
was held captive at OIRA for six months.  OIRA’s review was so withering, and the 
proposal that emerged was so altered, that the rule will not come out until after the 2012 
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election.  A proposal to issue a “chemicals of concern” list under the Toxic Substances 
Control Act has languished at OIRA for 17 months as of this writing.  EPA’s failure to 
regulate toxic chemicals more aggressively has landed the program on the Government 
Accountability Office’s (GAO) short list of failed, “high risk” government initiative that 
should be a priority for reform.2  And a Department of Labor rule defining which farm 
work is too hazardous for children to perform gathered dust at OIRA for nine months, 
even though no records of meetings with concerned outside parties were ever disclosed 
and no interest group has publicly emerged to protest the rule.  The need for the rule, 
which updates 40-year-old standards, became obvious in a series of gruesome accidents, 
including one in early August in which two Oklahoma 17-year-olds were pulled into a 
heavy, mechanized grain auger, badly injuring their legs.  

3. Overwhelming Industry Dominance.  Over the last decade, 65 percent of the 5,759 
meeting participants who met with OIRA represented regulated industry interests—
about five times the number of people appearing on behalf of public interest groups.  
President Obama’s OIRA did somewhat better than President Bush’s in this regard, 
with a 62-percent industry participation rate to Bush’s 68 percent, and a 16-percent 
public interest group participation level to Bush’s 10 percent.  Nevertheless, even under 
this ostensibly transformative President, who pledged to rid his administration of the 
undue influence of well-heeled lobbyists and conduct government in the open, industry 
visits outnumbered public interest visits by a ratio of almost four to one.  As disturbing, 
only 16 percent of rule reviews that involved meetings with outside parties garnered 
participation across the spectrum of interested groups.  Seventy-three percent attracted 
participation only from industry and none from public interest organizations, while 
7 percent attracted participation from public interest groups but not industry, for an 
overall ratio of more than ten to one in favor of industry’s unopposed involvement.  

Among our list of the 30 organizations that met with OIRA most frequently, five were 
national environmental groups (Natural Resources Defense Council at number 2, 
Environmental Defense Fund at 5, Sierra Club at 6, Earthjustice at 8, and Consumer 
Federation at 30).  Seventeen were regulated industries, including the American 
Chemistry Council at 1, ExxonMobil at 3, American Forest and Paper Association 
at 4, American Petroleum Institute at 7, Edison Electric Institute at 9, American 
Trucking Association at 12, National Association of Home Builders at 13, Air Transport 
Association at 15, National Association of Manufacturers at 16, National Cattlemen’s 
Beef Association at 17, and DuPont at 19. Washington, D.C.-based industry law firms 
placed at 10 (Hunton & Williams), 14 (Hogan & Hartson), 18 (Crowell & Moring), 
and 20 (Barnes & Thornburg).  
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4. EPA as Whipping Boy.  OIRA review is disproportionately obsessed with EPA.   
Fully 442 of OIRA’s 1,080 meetings dealt with EPA rules.  Only two other agencies 
had more than 100 meetings about their rules:  the Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) with 137 meetings and the Department of Transportation (DOT)  
with 118 meetings.  Compounding these disparities is the striking anomaly of this focus  
in the context of the overall number of rules reviewed:  EPA submitted only 11 percent 
of the rulemaking matters reviewed by OIRA, but accounted for 41 percent of all 
meetings held.   

5. OIRA Overreach.  EO 12,866 instructs OIRA to focus on “economically significant 
rules,” generally defined as rules imposing more than $100 million in annual compliance 
costs for affected industries.  The order allowed OIRA to extend the scope of its review 
in very limited circumstances:  for example, with respect to rules that interfere with 
other agencies’ work, materially change entitlement programs, or present “novel” legal  
or policy issues.  

For the past decade, OIRA has ignored these limits, extending its reach into every 
corner of EPA’s and other agencies’ work.  While OIRA reviews approximately 500 to 
700 rules each year, only about 100 are economically significant, with the remainder 
supposedly falling under the limited exceptions of EO 12,866.  Or, in other words, 
“non-economically significant rules” are reviewed at a ratio of six to one with the rules 
that should be the primary focus of OIRA’s work.  It’s worth noting in this regard that 
because OIRA has such a small staff, and rulemaking proceedings at agencies like EPA 
are so complex, the temptation to hold small rules hostage in order to inspire changes 
in more significant rules must exist, although OIRA’s secretiveness about what happens 
during its review makes it impossible to confirm this hypothesis.

6. One-Way Ratchet.  The reasons why OIRA prefers to conduct reviews behind closed 
doors and agencies are too fearful to reveal these negotiations are obvious:  OIRA 
changed 76 percent of rules submitted to it for review under President Obama, 
compared to a 64 percent change rate under President Bush.  EPA rules were changed 
at a significantly higher rate—84 percent—than those of other agencies—65 percent—
throughout the period of our study.  And rules that were the subject of meetings with 
stakeholders were 29 percent more likely to be changed than those that were not, 
although the difference is not as severe under Obama—mainly because OIRA has been 
changing more rules even without meetings than it did under Bush, thus narrowing  
the gap.  In light of previous studies suggesting that OIRA’s changes exclusively weaken 
agency rules,3 as well as a number of well-known examples where OIRA altered rules 
in exactly the ways requested by industry lobbyists, this evidence of OIRA’s frequent 
changes cements its reputation as an aggressive one-way ratchet.
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7. Premature Intervention.  All of the above findings regarding industry dominance, lack 
of transparency, and inordinate OIRA interference with the substance of rules to protect 
public health and natural resources are compounded by OIRA’s early interference in the 
formulation of regulatory policy.  Of the 1,056 meetings that took place over the studied 
time period and that were identified with a rulemaking stage, 452 (43 percent) took 
place before the agency’s proposal was released to the public.  The percentage of meetings 
that occurred at this pre-proposal stage has actually been greater during the Obama 
Administration (47 percent) than it was during the Bush Administration (39 percent).  
Early interference frustrates transparency and exacerbates the potential for agencies to 
succumb to White House political pressure before they have even had the opportunity  
to seek public comment on more stringent proposals. 

Such secret deliberations are especially prevalent when OIRA conducts “informal 
reviews” of agency rules.  These informal reviews, conducted through phone calls  
and meetings between OIRA and agency staff, are very effective in changing the 
agency’s regulatory plans.  But the public has virtually no way of knowing what happens 
during these reviews, or even how long they last.  Of the 1,057 meetings that could 
be linked to a formal review period, 251 (24 percent) were held prior to the formal 
review—in other words, during OIRA’s informal review.  To the Obama Administration’s 
credit, the proportion of informal-review meetings was much greater under the Bush 
Administration (34 percent of all meetings) than it has been over the last two and a half 
years (10 percent).

A Word about EO 12,866  

We have included EO 12,866, which governs the process OIRA must follow in undertaking 
regulatory reviews, as an appendix to this report for one unfortunate reason.  The EO is 
written in simple, straightforward, and highly prescriptive language, clearly stating deadlines 
and requirements that OIRA and the agencies “must” follow.  Among the most striking 
findings of this report is that OIRA routinely violates these provisions.  The violations are 
clear, not debatable, and no credible interpretation of the EO excuses them.  Nevertheless, 
in our many years of experience watching OIRA’s activities under both Presidents Bush and 
Obama, we have talked to numerous journalists who said that OIRA spokespeople had told 
them that EO 12,866 explicitly allows OIRA to behave in the manner that EO 12,866 in 
fact prohibits. 
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For example, EO 12,866 anticipates that OIRA will meet with outside parties as it reviews 
agency rules, and requires OIRA to disclose certain minimal information about its meetings 
(the date, the attendees, and the subject matter).4  With regard to these meetings, OIRA 
has adopted an “open-door” policy, insisting that it is required by EO 12,866 to meet with 
all interested parties that request to do so.5  In the words of OMB spokesman Tom Gavin, 
“The office has not refused a meeting with anyone who has asked for one.”6  No matter how 
many similar meetings OIRA has already agreed to, or how lopsided the process becomes 
when most of the meetings are requested by regulated industries to complain about pending 
regulations, OIRA continues to grant meeting requests.

Despite OIRA’s assertion to the contrary, nothing in the executive order requires such a policy.  
In fact, all of these meetings are redundant of the extensive opportunities for regulated 
industries to file comments with EPA and other agencies, to testify at numerous public 
meetings, and to meet with agency staff innumerable times.  If OIRA were truly concerned 
about appearing neutral and impartial, it would avoid the stampede of industry lobbyists that 
we have documented below.  In actual practice, however, OIRA functions as little more—
and nothing less—than a “fix it” shop for special interests and is oblivious to how its lopsided 
process and lack of transparency might appear to the American people.

We anticipate that OIRA’s efforts to distort the language of the EO will recur after we 
issue this report, as OIRA attempts to excuse the behavior catalogued below.  We hope 
that journalists, Members of Congress and their staff, other government agencies and 
departments, private sector organizations, and the public will take the time to compare  
these justifications to the plain language of EO 12,866 attached as Appendix A.

Recommendations for Reform

At the beginning of the Obama Administration, CPR Member Scholars urged OIRA 
Administrator Cass Sunstein to shift OIRA’s emphasis from reviewing individual rules  
to concentrating on cross-cutting regulatory problems, such as the threats posed by unsafe 
imports.7  By the beginning of the third year of President Obama’s first term, it became clear 
that the Administration was determined to use OIRA as the leading edge of its political 
efforts to placate big business in an effort to neutralize its attacks on the Administration in 
general and its regulatory policies in specific.  The most recent example is Cass Sunstein’s 
role as the White House official who instructed EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to abandon 
efforts to tighten the NAAQS for ozone (known more familiarly as smog) that has been 
in effect since 1997 and is significantly weaker than the standard proposed by the Bush 
Administration.
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So we have little hope that the Obama Administration will contemplate the fundamental 
overhaul of OIRA’s role that is genuinely needed.  For the record, however, such reform 
would include:

•	 Eliminating OIRA’s review of individual regulatory proposals, and instead re-directing 
the Office to focus on cross-cutting regulatory problems that require coordinated 
actions by multiple agencies;

•	 Helping the agencies to develop proposals to strengthen their effectiveness 
administratively and legislatively; and

•	 Advocating targeted budget increases to enable the agencies to enforce existing laws.

Short of those meaningful, fundamental reforms, we offer here a series of more moderate 
proposals that should be regarded as a “first step” toward solving OIRA’s burgeoning 
distortion of statutes like the Clean Water and Clean Air Acts, the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act, and the Mine Safety and Health Act.  These suggested reforms are squarely within reach 
of the Obama Administration, certainly if it is granted a second term.  Although we believe 
the reforms we offer fall far short of the wide-ranging reform that is needed, and even if 
followed, will not defuse OIRA’s overly politicized process, one that trumps expert judgments 
on the protections Americans need and deserve, the changes below would at least eliminate 
blatant violations of EO 12,866 and make the review process fairer.

Transparency

1. Once OIRA has completed its review of either a proposed or final rule, the agency 
that originated the proposal should post on the Internet (including as part of the rule’s 
electronic docket) a succinct explanation of the changes OIRA demanded, along with 
the version of the rule that was submitted to OIRA and the revised document that 
emerged at the end of the review period.

2. OIRA should post on the Internet (including, as part of the rule’s electronic docket) all 
of the written communications that occurred between its staff and the originating agency 
during its consideration of any proposed or final rule.

3. OIRA should end the practice of undertaking “informal reviews” of agency policies 
before they are developed into regulatory drafts and officially submitted for review.
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Level Playing Field 

4. OIRA should stop meeting with outside parties during its consideration of a proposed 
or final rule, and instead confine its evaluation to dialogue with agency staff and, if 
necessary, review of the ample comments in the rulemaking record.  The agency process 
of reviewing public comments is the appropriate venue for outside parties to make their 
case about how best to enforce the nation’s laws via regulation.

5. Nevertheless, if OIRA continues to meet with outside parties, it should assume an active 
role in balancing the participation, whether through consolidating meetings with like-
minded participants (seeing them all at once), reaching out to the relevant public interest 
groups to encourage their input, or both.

Timeliness

6. OIRA should abide by the deadlines set forth in EO 12,866 that allow a maximum of 
120 days for rule review, provided that the agency head agrees to a delay beyond 90 days.

7. If OIRA asks for a 30-day extension, its request and the agency head’s approval should 
be in writing and made public as soon as they are issued.

8. If OIRA misses these deadlines, agency heads should proceed with their rulemaking 
schedules and the President should support those decisions.

Economically Significant Rules

9. OIRA should focus its review on economically significant regulatory proposals and stop 
reviewing non-economically significant rules and guidance documents that do not fit 
under the exceptions provided by EO 12,866:  namely, that a proposal would interfere 
with another agency’s work, materially change entitled programs, or pose novel legal or 
policy issues.

10. In the rare instance when OIRA believes it must exercise its authority to pull a non-
economically significant rule into its review process, it should explain in writing how the 
proposal fits under the exceptions set forth in EO 12,866, and it should promptly post 
this explanation on the Internet (both on its website and in the rule’s electronic docket).
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Analysis

Who:  The Kinds of Interest Groups Represented 
at OIRA Meetings

Background:  A Process Dominated by Industry Participation at 
All Stages

The rulemaking process offers many opportunities for public participation, from meetings 
with the agency to the submission of written comments and even post-rule judicial 
review.  Ideally, these opportunities allow for a broad range of public input and subject the 
rulemaking process to robust, pluralistic oversight.  But study after study reveals a process 
overwhelmingly dominated by industry participants from beginning to end, with public 
interest groups providing only a small fraction of the input.

In general, individual businesses participate in more than twice the number of rulemakings 
as other kinds of organizations, according to a 2005 survey of Washington-based interest 
groups.8  This phenomenon is especially striking at the earliest stage of rulemaking:  the 
development of an agency’s proposed rule.  In a study of EPA rules on hazardous air 
pollutants, industry groups communicated informally with the agency—through meetings, 
phone calls, and letters—170 times more than public interest groups did (about 84 
informal contacts by industry per rule, as compared with 0.7 contacts by the public interest 
community).9  Interviews with EPA staff and stakeholders also confirm that corporations and 
trade associations “get involved in the development of nearly every significant EPA rule.”10

Once the agency releases a proposed rule, the interest-group imbalance is no less evident 
at the formal notice-and-comment stage. A study of 40 rules from four different agencies 
found that 57 percent of comments were submitted by industry groups, with only 6 percent 
coming from public interest groups.11  Indeed, the imbalance was even more severe in the 
above-mentioned study of EPA rules, where industry groups submitted over 81 percent of 
the comments, and public interest groups submitted only 4 percent.12  Industry commenters 
participated in virtually all the rules studied, while public interest groups submitted 
comments for less than half of them.13
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Even after a rule has been finalized, industry groups are more likely to challenge the rule 
in court (for being too stringent) than public interest groups are (for being too weak), at 
least where environmental regulations are concerned.  Between 1970 and 1985, industry 
complaints against the government exceeded environmental-group complaints for every year 
but one.14  And among 13 more recent rules on hazardous air pollutants challenged in court, 
91 percent of the plaintiffs filing petitions were industry groups and only 8 percent were 
environmental groups.15

Despite subtle differences, these imbalances are all instances of the same general problem.  
Avenues of public input that are ostensibly neutral, permitting anyone to contribute to the 
rulemaking process, have fallen largely into the hands of the regulated industries themselves.  
With this study, we expand on the existing research by examining the patterns of interest-
group participation in OIRA’s centralized review, a less visible (and less studied) aspect of the 
rulemaking process.

As the data show, OIRA’s “neutral” meeting process is just as biased toward industry 
participants as the other aspects of rulemaking described above.  More importantly, 
OIRA review provides a redundant and unnecessary opportunity for industry lobbyists to 
influence regulatory decisionmaking, and to do so in the more politicized environment of 
the White House, thus allowing politics to trump agency expertise. 

Results

At a Glance:  The Kinds of Groups Represented at OIRA Meetings

During the nearly ten-year period between October 16, 2001 and June 1, 2011, individuals 
made 5,759 appearances at OIRA meetings.  On average, each meeting was attended by five 
individuals (not counting any representatives from OIRA, OMB, or the agency issuing the 
rule), with every individual representing some larger affiliation or group with an interest in 
the rulemaking.  We placed each group into one of ten separate categories in order to make 
generalizations about the kinds of special interests participating in the meeting process.  (See 
Appendix B for a more detailed explanation of our categorization methodology.)
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Category Subcategory Number of Distinct Groups 
That Met With OIRA

Industry Groups

Individual companies 550

Trade associations and business organizations 371

Private hospitals and healthcare systems 31

Professional associations* 22

Public Interest Groups

Environmental organizations 93

Public health and safety organizations 34

Education, advocacy, and research organizations 21

Labor unions 16

Community advocacy, public service, and citizens groups 13

Civil and human rights organizations 10

Consumer organizations 6

Public interest law firms and legal-aid organizations 4

Professional associations* 8

Individuals 4

Public interest hospital and community-health organizations 3

Other public interest groups 6

State Government

States and state agencies 29

Interstate organizations 18

Indian tribes and intertribal organizations 6

Local Government
Local governments and agencies 11

Local-government associations 2

Other Federal Agencies
Examples:  U.S. Small Business Administration, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, U.S. Department of Energy

27

Members of Congress
U.S. Representatives and House Committees 32

U.S. Senators and Senate Committees 25

Law, Consulting, and 
Lobbying Firms

Law firms 132

Consulting and lobbying firms 171

Foreign or International 
Government

Foreign governments and embassies 11

Multinational governmental associations 4

Higher-Education

Universities 32

Associations of colleges and universities 9

Professional associations* 4

Other White House 
Offices

Examples:  Council on Environmental Quality, Council of Economic 
Advisers, Domestic Policy Council

19

* Categorization of professional associations is explained in greater detail in Appendix B. 

Table 1. The Kinds of Groups Involved in the OIRA Meeting Process

Table 1 above introduces the kinds of groups that met with OIRA during this time period, 
breaking down each category into more concrete subcategories and indicating just how many 
of these groups are involved in the meeting process.
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As Figure 2 shows below, the industry groups participating in the meeting process 
outnumber the public interest groups by a ratio of 4.5 to 1—before even taking into  
account all the law, consulting, and lobbying firms that have met with OIRA on behalf  
of industry groups.

Figure 2

Approximately two-thirds of these groups (65 percent) met with OIRA more than once.  
Table 2 below puts names to the statistics by identifying those outside parties that have been 
the most active in the meeting process.  Note that the table displays only groups outside the 
federal government and thus excludes federal agencies, members of Congress, and White 
House offices.  Of the 30 organizations listed here, 17 are industry groups, 8 are law and 
lobbying firms, and 5 are public interest groups.

The fact that four prominent environmental organizations are among the eight most active 
groups is a promising sign that some public interest groups are capable of participating at 
levels similar to industry groups.  However, it also demonstrates that a very small number of 
public interest groups become involved in the meeting process, either because their resources 
are quite limited or because they doubt their ability to influence OIRA, which they perceive 
as a hostile forum, or both. 
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Rank Group Name Description Number of 
Meetings

1 American Chemistry Council Trade association 39

2 Natural Resources Defense Council Environmental organization 37

3 ExxonMobil Industry 29

4 American Forest and Paper Association Trade association 28

5 Environmental Defense Fund Environmental organization 26

6 Sierra Club Environmental organization 25

7 American Petroleum Institute Trade association 24

8 Earthjustice Environmental organization 24

9 Edison Electric Institute Trade association 22

10 Hunton and Williams Law Firm 22

11 Patton Boggs Lobbying firm 20

12 American Trucking Association Trade association 19

13 National Association of Home Builders Trade association 19

14 Hogan and Hartson (now Hogan Lovells) Law firm 17

15 Air Transport Association Trade association 16

16 National Association of Manufacturers Trade association 16

17 National Cattlemen’s Beef Association Trade association 15

18 Crowell and Moring Law firm 15

19 DuPont Industry 14

20 Barnes and Thornburg Law firm 14

21 American Farm Bureau (Federation) Trade association 13

22 American Meat Institute Trade association 13

23 National Mining Association Trade association 13

24 US Chamber of Commerce Industry association 13

25 Latham and Watkins Law firm 13

26 Mortgage Bankers Association Trade association 12

27 Portland Cement Association Trade association 12

28 Venable Law firm 12

29 EOP Group Lobbying firm 11

30 Consumer Federation of America Consumer organization 10

Table 2. The “Top 30” Groups Represented in the Most Meetings with OIRA

The frequent participation of certain law, consulting, and lobbying firms is unsurprising, 
since they represent a number of different clients in their meetings with OIRA.  As for the 
kinds of organizations that make use of these firms, however, the meeting records reveal 
them to be a remarkably homogenous set (see Table 3).  Nearly 95 percent of the lawyers, 
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consultants, and lobbyists that attended these meetings (19 out of every 20) were acting 
on behalf of industry groups, with only 2.5 percent (1 out of every 40) representing public 
interest groups.

Type of Client

Number of Appearances 
by Lawyers, Consultants, 

and Lobbyists On Behalf of 
Clients

Percentage of All 
Appearances by Lawyers, 

Consultants, and 
Lobbyists

Industry Groups 853 94.3%

Public Interest Groups 23 2.5%

State Government 15 1.7%

Local Government 8 0.9%

Other Federal Agencies 2 0.2%

Other Lobbying Groups 1 0.1%

Higher-Education 1 0.1%

Other 2 0.2%

Total 905 100.0%

Table 3. A Breakdown of the Groups Represented by Lawyers, Consultants, 
and Lobbyists

A Deeper Look:  Levels of Interest-Group Participation in OIRA Meetings

Looking now at the number of individuals representing each kind of interest group from 
October 16, 2001 to June 1, 2011, we find a similar degree of industry dominance (see 
Figure 3).  A total of 65 percent of all individual meeting attendees were lobbying OIRA 
on behalf of industry interests (adding together the percentages for industry groups and the 
firms that represented them)—about five times the number of attendees appearing on behalf 
of public interest groups.
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Figure 3

The basic pattern of industry dominance remained largely consistent across the Bush II and 
Obama Administrations (results not shown), with about two-thirds of attendees representing 
industry interests (68 percent in the Bush years, 62 percent in the Obama years).  The 
proportion of individuals representing public interest groups grew slightly in the Obama 
years (from 10 percent under Bush to 16 percent under Obama).  The representation of 
other interest groups remained much the same, with two exceptions: (a) the percentage of 
attendees from other federal agencies shrunk in half (from 8 percent under Bush to 4 percent 
under Obama), and (b) the percentage of attendees from other White House offices nearly 
doubled (from 7 percent under Bush to 12 percent under Obama).  First and foremost, 
these data suggest that the dominance of industry groups over public interest groups in the 
meeting process is an inherent feature of OIRA review, essentially unaffected by changes 
in administration.  Secondly, the Obama White House appears to have participated more 
actively in OIRA meetings than its predecessor, perhaps taking over partially for the 
participation of the other federal agencies themselves on matters of cross-cutting policy 
interest—in other words, a somewhat greater degree of centralization in the review process.

Not only does industry participate in the greatest number of individual meetings, they also 
spread their efforts over the greatest number of reviews, as Figure 4 confirms.  A review takes 
place whenever an agency submits a draft regulatory action (e.g., a proposed rule, a final 
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rule) to OIRA, and the same regulatory action will likely go through at least two reviews 
(i.e., at the proposal stage and the final rule stage) before it is promulgated.  A particularly 
controversial regulatory action can be the subject of several meetings during a single OIRA 
review.  Consequently, the rate of interest-group participation in reviews provides an 
alternative measure of industry’s dominance in OIRA’s review process.  Industry groups 
make themselves heard in the greatest number of reviews, followed by law, consulting, and 
lobbying firms (almost exclusively representing industry groups), and then White House 
offices and federal agencies, with public interest groups coming in fifth.

Figure 4

Methods of participating in the rulemaking process are supposed to facilitate pluralistic 
input, where the viewpoints of various groups combine to produce better informed policies.  
Thus, the extent to which these OIRA reviews are informed by one-sided input or more 
balanced participation by several kinds of groups is crucial to the legitimacy of the process.  
Figure 5 below exhibits the degree of overlap between industry and public interest group 
participation.  

Only 16 percent of reviews with meetings benefited from the input of both kinds of 
groups.  A remarkable 73 percent of the reviews attracted participation by industry 
groups (and the firms representing them) but none by public interest groups, while only 7 
percent attracted the latter but not the former—a ratio of more than ten to one in favor 
of industry’s unopposed involvement.
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Figure 5

How OIRA’s Meeting Policy Ensures Industry Dominance

These findings expose the hollow neutrality of OIRA’s “all you can meet” policy.  They 
confirm that equal access to OIRA does not ensure balanced participation.  To the contrary, 
it serves instead to provide endless opportunities for industry groups to promote their 
interests in an influential forum, most of the time without scrutiny or opposition from public 
interest groups.

How and why does this imbalance arise?  Some might argue that the public interest 
community is culpable for failing to engage in the meeting process to the same extent as 
industry, but such a view ignores the economic realities of interest-group advocacy.  Once 
we consider that industry and public interest groups have vastly different resources and 
incentives, it becomes clear that “public participation” is far from a level playing field.  Under 
such conditions, opening the door to any and all takers, and keeping it open until they have 
no more left to say, will inevitably reward those interest groups with the economic ability and 
self-interest to take maximum advantage of the process.

Imbalance in Resources

In general, the financial resources of regulated industries simply dwarf the resources of public 
interest groups.  The majority of participating industry groups are large (often multinational) 
corporations and nationwide trade associations, not to mention lobbying organizations like 
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the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.  These groups have vast, often pooled resources at their 
disposal, especially when it comes to intervening in regulations that could affect a number of 
businesses or even an entire industry sector.  Public interest groups, on the other hand, are 
typically funded by donations and have to conserve their resources for the most strategically 
useful opportunities for participation.

In some ways, the levels of interest-group involvement in meetings with OIRA simply track 
the levels of involvement in the rulemaking process in general.  The economic incentives 
for industry involvement are much stronger and more consistent than they are for public 
interest involvement.  Virtually every rulemaking ensures that some affected industry sector 
will be actively involved due to its inevitable self-interest in the outcome.  In contrast, public 
interest groups are an imperfect proxy for the degree of public interest actually at stake in a 
rulemaking.  Despite their desire to engage in a wide set of rulemakings, their participation 
is often limited to those that are newsworthy or capable of mobilizing widespread interest.16  
Less-salient regulatory issues are likely to be decided without robust advocacy from the public 
interest community, even though they may pose substantial risks to the public.  Thus, while 
industry is guaranteed to be a constant presence in rulemakings (including meetings with 
OIRA), public interest groups will be more like occasional guests.

Within a particular rulemaking, industry groups have the resources to engage in wide-
ranging lobbying efforts.  They can cover all their bases by advancing their interests in 
multiple forums—meetings with OIRA, informal contacts with the agency, submission of 
formal comments, lobbying efforts in Congress, public-relations campaigns—in the hopes 
that at least some of them will work in their favor.  They also have the financial stamina 
to sustain that intense level of involvement throughout the entire rulemaking cycle, from 
pre-proposal to notice-and-comment and even post-rule litigation.  In other words, they 
have the luxury of taking many bites out of the apple, often bombarding the agencies 
and OIRA with the same information and arguments over and over again.  This kind of 
repetitive lobbying wastes government resources and unnecessarily duplicates notice-and-
comment practices, albeit in a far less transparent setting.

The disparity in resources between industry groups and public interest groups also has 
implications for how the groups go about lobbying OIRA.  The immense resources of 
industry groups enable them to rely heavily on the specialized expertise of law, consulting, 
and lobbying firms.  With their meters running by the hour, these hired consultants have 
every incentive to engage in excessive participation, lobbying the agency as well as OIRA 
with great frequency.  To their clients, this overkill—“well beyond what is necessary to 
convey the message”17—is disguised as persistence and dedication, as if the advocates are 
simply doing everything they can to push the industry’s agenda at every opportunity.  Public 
interest groups, in contrast, rarely have the resources to engage these firms in their lobbying 
efforts.  Of the 905 appearances made by consulting, lobbying, and law firms in meetings 
with OIRA, 853 of them were representing industry groups, while only 23 were representing 
public interest groups.
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Information Costs of Lobbying OIRA

This imbalance in resources would be of little consequence if lobbying OIRA were cost-
free.  But effectively participating in any part of the rulemaking process is an information-
intensive activity, and it takes resources (time, money, and personnel) to manage and produce 
information.  Because industry has greater access to much of the relevant information, 
the costs of participating are often lower for industry than they are for the public interest 
community.  And even where the costs would be similar for both groups, the greater 
resources of industry groups make their information burdens more manageable.

First, a participant has to decipher the lengthy rulemaking documents to become familiar 
with the issues and assumptions relevant to the outcome.  Environmental rules, in particular, 
are filled with technical jargon and require a high level of specialized background knowledge 
to interpret.18  A rule’s cost-benefit analysis—often the focal point of OIRA’s review—is 
typically one of the rule’s most impenetrable parts due to its complex calculations and 
economic models.  Of course, as we show below, stakeholders very often meet with OIRA 
before a proposed rule is even released, when there are no rulemaking documents to speak of.  
Nevertheless, an industry’s long-practiced familiarity with the regulatory issues that might 
affect its self-interest leaves it well-prepared to participate at the first sign of trouble.

Second, after mastering the relevant materials, participants must find and assemble the 
information that might sway decisionmakers to a particular position.  Because OIRA is 
tasked with ensuring that “the benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs,”19 the 
information most likely to influence OIRA decisionmakers would address the estimated  
costs and benefits of the rule, preferably in economic terms.  Much of this information,  
such as the expected cost to industry of complying with the regulation, lies within the 
particular knowledge of the industry itself.  In order to dispute any inflated cost estimates 
supplied by industry, public interest groups would have to first gain access to “inside 
information” about the industry’s operating costs.20  Of course, public interest groups  
that study the harms of unregulated industry activity may have special knowledge of a 
regulation’s expected benefits.  However, they must expend considerable energy to make  
those benefits appear meaningful within the framework of OIRA’s formal cost-benefit 
analysis, which reduces health and environmental benefits to dollars and cents in ways  
that grossly underestimate their true worth.

In addition to its greater access to relevant information, industry has another way to relieve 
its information burdens: hired help.  With consulting, lobbying, and law firms at their 
disposal, large industry groups rarely feel discouraged by the avalanche of information that 
comes with participation.  Within the public interest community, on the other hand, it 
falls to the groups themselves to sift through the prohibitively dense rulemaking docket and 
quickly compile the kind of technical documents and arguments that would prove influential 
with OIRA.  Indeed, the speed with which groups can prepare their positions and present 
them to OIRA is crucial, given the importance of participating early in the rulemaking 
process, before the contours and boundaries of the proposed regulation become fixed.21  
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What these firms provide is processing power, which gives industry groups a significant edge 
in the race.

The only reliable method for redressing the acute imbalance in resources between private 
sector industry versus public interest groups is to focus review on what the originating 
agency’s experts, including economists, engineers, public health and ecological scientists, 
and lawyers, have to say about the merits of a rule, as well as what information was 
provided by interest groups on the rulemaking record. 

OIRA’s Reputation as a Non-Neutral Forum

One last explanation for industry’s dominance of the OIRA meeting process relates  
to the nature of the forum itself.  As we demonstrate here, OIRA has earned a reputation  
as a business-friendly forum—a place where health and environmental regulations go to die,  
or at least be weakened.  Consequently, public interest groups may prefer to focus on more 
productive lobbying opportunities, rather than have their arguments fall on deaf ears  
at OIRA.

Historically, OIRA’s involvement in the rulemaking process has functioned as a “one-
way ratchet,” characteristically weakening agency regulations in the interest of economic 
considerations, and rarely if ever working in the other direction.22  In a survey of 30 top 
political officials at EPA, encompassing both the Bush I and Clinton Administrations, 
89 percent of them answered that OIRA often or always sought to make regulations less 
burdensome for regulated industries, and rarely or never sought to make regulations more 
protective of health and the environment.23

Indeed, the centralized review of agency regulations was introduced from the beginning as an 
explicit counterweight to the “runaway” regulatory tendencies of the agencies—particularly 
EPA—and so it was intended to have a dampening effect on aggressive rulemaking.24  Former 
OIRA Administrator Sally Katzen has contrasted EPA’s “laser”-like focus on environmental 
protection with the “broader view” taken by OIRA, which “temper[s]” EPA’s approach 
by emphasizing a rule’s economic impact.25  OIRA is likely to greet the arguments of 
public interest groups in favor of robust regulation with a similar degree of skepticism and 
condescension.  Given their scarce resources, public interest groups are understandably 
hesitant to spend them on lobbying OIRA, a forum which is virtually designed to be 
unreceptive to their arguments.

Beyond OIRA’s generally anti-regulatory stance, the analytical tool that OIRA uses—cost-
benefit analysis—is structurally biased to inflate a regulation’s expected costs and trivialize 
its expected benefits, making the regulation appear unsound or unwise.26  For example, the 
future benefits of a regulation (e.g., cancers prevented, lives saved, species protected) are first 
converted into dollar amounts27 and then “discounted” to their present values according 
to an interest rate.28  And many of the expected benefits are simply left out of the analysis 
because they cannot be easily “monetized.”29  Public interest groups, aware that OIRA’s 
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methodology is inherently hostile to their aims, have little incentive to rush into these 
meetings.

Some might have expected OIRA to earn a more neutral reputation under the Obama 
Administration, given the President’s campaign language signaling his support for a robust 
regulatory system.30  But in an apparent effort to appease business interests, Obama and 
Sunstein have hewn closely to the same kind of anti-regulation rhetoric that characterized 
the Bush II Administration, focusing on the perceived threat of “over-regulation” instead 
of addressing pervasive regulatory failures.31  For example, in its 2011 report to Congress, 
OIRA reaffirmed its priorities—“economic growth, innovation, competitiveness, and 
job creation”—and suggested that “excessive regulation” is the main obstacle to their 
fulfillment.32  These familiar refrains, combined with OIRA’s aggressive watering down 
of EPA’s coal-ash proposal,33 have done little to improve the public interest community’s 
perception of OIRA’s usefulness.  As our data already suggest, the Obama Administration is 
unlikely to attract a game-changing boost in public interest participation.

The Implications of Interagency Participation in OIRA Meetings

Several bodies within the federal government participated vigorously in the meeting process, 
as displayed in Table 4 below.  While the agency responsible for the rule under review 
was nearly always represented in meetings with OIRA, the federal agencies listed here are 
those that attended meetings concerning the rules of other agencies (for example, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture attending a meeting about an EPA rule).

Rank Name of Federal Entity Description Num. of 
Meetings

1 Council on Environmental Quality White House office 148

2 Small Business Administration: Office of Advocacy Federal agency 122

3 Council of Economic Advisers White House office 62
4 Domestic Policy Council White House office 48
5 National Economic Council White House office 38
6 Office of the U.S. Trade Representative White House office 32
7 Office of Science and Technology Policy White House office 30
8 Department of Agriculture Federal agency 29
9 Homeland Security Council White House office 21
10 Department of Energy Federal agency 21

Table 4. The “Top 10” Federal Entities Represented at the Most Meetings

By far, the most active federal agency was the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA), 
whose tiny Office of Advocacy34 attended 122 meetings, or 11 percent of all meetings 
held—three times the number of meetings attended by the most active industry group 
(compare Table 2 above).  The Office claims to represent the interests of “small businesses” 
by fighting against “overly burdensome” and “costly” regulatory requirements.35  In 
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reality, the office has engaged in consistent and sweeping attacks against virtually all 
regulatory efforts by other federal agencies, functioning like a trade organization perched 
within the SBA—an anomaly in the federal government.

Moreover, while the phrase “small business” evokes images of struggling storefronts  
on Main Street, many beneficiaries of the SBA’s advocacy efforts are not nearly so romantic.  
Under the SBA’s own rules, petroleum refineries, ammunition and aircraft manufacturers, 
line-haul railroads, and pipeline transporters of crude oil can have 1,500 employees  
and still qualify as “small businesses.”36  Indeed, in their efforts to undermine health  
and environmental regulations, SBA’s Office of Advocacy representatives often shared 
OIRA meetings with industrial giants like the American Petroleum Institute, the American 
Chemistry Council, ExxonMobil, and Atlantic Southeast Airlines—all of them lobbying  
in tandem for weaker rules.37

Earlier this year, the SBA’s Office of Advocacy commissioned a study on the annual cost 
of federal regulations,38 and the resulting estimate of $1.75 trillion was so outlandishly 
overstated and poorly supported39 that even OIRA Administrator Cass Sunstein ultimately 
denounced it after widespread criticism.40  It is more than a little troubling that this tiny 
bureau, which has worked tirelessly to discredit the regulatory system as a whole, is so heavily 
involved in OIRA’s review of agency rules.

Beyond the SBA, it is difficult to generalize about the viewpoints likely to be promoted 
by the various agencies and White House offices.  At least some of the time, however, they 
have strong incentives to back up industry’s objections to regulation.  White House offices 
may want to maintain the political support of influential business sectors.  Indeed, a survey 
of senior political appointees at EPA (10 from the Bush I era and 20 from the Clinton 
era) suggested that White House offices were more responsive to business interests than 
environmental interests when they got involved in EPA rulemakings.41

Federal agencies (other than the one issuing the rule) may worry about the effects of 
regulation on their industry contractors or program beneficiaries.  The “interagency review” 
of EPA’s recent proposal to regulate coal ash offers a memorable example.  Every other agency 
involved—the U.S. Departments of Agriculture, Energy, Transportation, and the Interior—
had already approved of many uses for recycled coal ash (e.g., in highway construction or for 
agricultural purposes) and thus echoed the complaints of the ash-recycling industry verbatim, 
criticizing EPA’s proposal for the effects it might have on the industry.42  In fact, the White 
House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) voiced the same objections as well.43

Of course, the involvement of these federal-government entities in the review process may 
not consistently result in the weakening of health and environmental regulations.  We suggest 
only that in addition to the blatant dominance of industry representatives in meetings with 
OIRA, some extra support for industry viewpoints is likely to be found in the deceptively 
neutral involvement of federal agencies and White House offices.
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What:  The Kinds of Rules Discussed at OIRA 
Meetings

The Most Heavily Discussed Rules

Table 5 below lists the 20 rules that were the subject of the most meetings between October 
16, 2001 and June 1, 2011 (in descending order).  Each entry includes all the meetings held 
during all reviews of that particular rule (i.e., at both the proposed-rule and final-rule stages).

Rank Agency Rule Title Rule ID 
Number

Econ. 
Sig.? Meetings

1 EPA/SWER

Standards for the Management of 
Coal Combustion Residuals Generated 

by Commercial Electric Power 
Producers

2050-AE81 Yes 47

2 HUD/OH
RESPA--Improving the Process for 

Obtaining Mortgages
2502-AH85 Yes 24

3 EPA/AR Renewable Fuels Standard Program 2060-AO81 Yes 18

4 ED/OPE
Program Integrity: Gainful 

Employment Measures
1840-AD06 Yes 17

5 EPA/AR
Clean Air Interstate Rule; Formerly 
Titled Interstate Air Quality Rule

2060-AL76 Yes 15

6 DOT/OST
Computer Reservations System 

Regulations Comprehensive Review
2105-AC65 No 14

7 USDA/AMS

Mandatory Country of Origin 
Labeling of Beef, Pork, Lamb, Fish, 

Perishable Agricultural Commodities, 
and Peanuts

0581-AC26 Yes 12

8 DOD/COE
Programmatic Regulations for 
the Comprehensive Everglades 

Restoration Plan
0710-AA49 No 12

9 USDA/FSIS
Mandatory Inspection of Catfish and 

Catfish Products
0583-AD36 Yes 10

10
DOT/

PHMSA

Hazardous Materials: Revisions to 
Requirements for the Transportation 

of Lithium Batteries
2137-AE44 No 10

11 EPA/SWER Definition of Solid Wastes Revisions 2050-AG31 Yes 10

12 HHS/FDA
Use of Ozone-Depleting Substances: 
Removal of Essential Use Designation; 

Albuterol
0910-AF18 Yes 9

13 HHS/OS
Modifications to Standards for Privacy 

of Individually Identifiable Health 
Information

0991-AB14 Yes 9

http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201010&RIN=2050-AE81
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200404&RIN=2502-AH85
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200904&RIN=2060-AO81
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=&RIN=1840-AD06
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200404&RIN=2060-AL76
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200404&RIN=2105-AC65
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200310&RIN=0581-AC26
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200210&RIN=0710-AA49
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200910&RIN=0583-AD36
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201004&RIN=2137-AE44
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200810&RIN=2050-AG31
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200404&RIN=0910-AF18
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200204&RIN=0991-AB14
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Rank Agency Rule Title Rule ID 
Number

Econ. 
Sig.? Meetings

14
DOT/

NHTSA

Passenger Car and Light Truck 
Corporate Average Fuel Economy 

2011 to 2015
2127-AK29 Yes 9

15 EPA/AR

National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Major 
Sources: Industrial, Commercial, 

and Institutional Boilers and Process 
Heaters

2060-AQ25 Yes 9

16 EPA/AR

National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Coal- 
and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam 

Generating Units

2060-AP52 Yes 9

17 EPA/OCSPP
TSCA Inventory Update Reporting 

Modifications
2070-AJ43 No 9

18 HHS/CMS ESRD Bundled Payment System 0938-AP57 Yes 8

19 DOT/OST
Enhancing Airline Passenger 

Protections—Part 2
2105-AD92 No 8

20 EPA/AR
Control of Emissions of Air Pollution 
From Nonroad Diesel Engines and 

Fuel
2060-AK27 Yes 8

Table 5. The “Top 20” Rules That Were the Subject of the Most Meetings  
with OIRA

The Disproportionate Targeting of EPA Rules

Background:  OIRA’s Historic Fixation with EPA

The history of centralized review is inseparable from the history of EPA.  The original 
mechanism for White House oversight of agency rulemaking (an executive taskforce created 
in 1970) had two noteworthy features:  (1) it explicitly solicited the input of top business 
leaders (even permitting them to serve in a decisionmaking capacity), and (2) it was targeted 
exclusively to the newly created EPA.44  As that early mechanism evolved into modern 
centralized review, both of those features began to fade away, with OIRA officially taking a 
position of neutrality in both respects.  No longer favoring the business community, OIRA 
purports to be neutral with respect to public participation by permitting all outside parties 
to schedule and attend meetings about agency rules.  And no longer tailored to one agency, 
OIRA is charged with reviewing significant regulatory actions by all executive agencies.   
But as a practical matter, OIRA is not as far removed from that original model as it appears 
to be in either case.  Its pretense of neutrality simply hides the fact that its review process  
is still industry-dominated (as we demonstrated in the previous section) and EPA-obsessed 
(as we demonstrate here).

http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200804&RIN=2127-AK29
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201010&RIN=2060-AQ25
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=&RIN=2060-AP52
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201010&RIN=2070-AJ43
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200910&RIN=0938-AP57
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201010&RIN=2105-AD92
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=200304&RIN=2060-AK27
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Of course, EPA typically engages in many significant rulemakings and thus makes up a 
large percentage of the rules that OIRA reviews in the first place.  Even so, OIRA’s excessive 
attention to EPA rulemakings is out of proportion to EPA’s level of activity.  During 
the Reagan-Bush era, critics charged that OIRA’s reviews were being used specifically to 
undermine EPA rules.45  In Steven Croley’s study of centralized review in the Clinton era 
(1993-2000), not only did he find that OIRA was much more likely to change EPA rules 
than those of other agencies, but he also observed that EPA rules were “especially likely 
to generate OIRA meetings.”46  EPA rules made up 54 percent of the rules discussed at 
meetings, even though they represented only 10 percent of all rules submitted to OIRA for 
review.47  He ultimately concluded that “the Clinton White House clearly appears to have 
used the review process to put its mark on environmental rulemaking, however friendly the 
Clinton administration was toward environmental regulation.”48

In this part of our study, we extend Croley’s analysis of EPA-related meetings into the years of 
Bush II and Obama (2001 to 2011).  Whereas Croley focused on the number of EPA rules 
that were the subject of at least one meeting, we focus here on the number of meetings that 
concerned EPA rules, in order to gain some understanding of how the frequent, repetitive 
lobbying of OIRA might affect EPA’s ability to function effectively.

Results

Over the entire time period (October 16, 2001 to June 1, 2011), OIRA held a total of 
1,080 meetings with outside parties.  Of these, 442 meetings were about EPA rules, a far 
greater number than for any other agency.  On average, OIRA held a meeting about an EPA 
rule every eight days, or roughly once a week.  Only two other agencies had more than 100 
meetings about their rules: the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) with 137 
meetings, and the Department of Transportation (DOT) with 118 meetings.

The number of meetings about EPA rules was also far greater than would be predicted from 
looking at the number of EPA rules submitted for review.  OIRA reviewed 671 rules from 
EPA and 994 rules from HHS, but there were many more meetings about the former than 
the latter.  While EPA meetings made up 41 percent of all meetings, EPA rules made up 
only 11 percent of all reviews by OIRA, a ratio of 3.8 to 1.  This ratio is a measure of the 
disproportionate attention paid to EPA rules.  Essentially, it means that in these meetings 
OIRA and outside parties devoted almost four times as much attention to EPA rules as the 
rules merited by their numbers.  If OIRA’s meeting policy were neutral toward the agencies, 
as OIRA maintains it is, then ideally the share of meetings about an agency’s rules should be 
somewhat proportional to the share of reviews devoted to that agency.  See Figure 6 below for 
a comparison of reviews and meetings by agency.
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Remarkably, under both the Bush and Obama Administrations, OIRA paid equally 
disproportionate attention to EPA rules in these meetings (results not shown in charts):

•	 In the Bush years (October 16, 2001 to January 19, 2009), EPA meetings made up 
36 percent of all OIRA meetings, while EPA rules made up only 10 percent of all 
reviews by OIRA, a ratio of 3.6 to 1.

•	 In the Obama years (January 20, 2009 to June 1, 2011), EPA meetings made up 51 
percent of all OIRA meetings, while EPA rules made up only 14 percent of all reviews 
by OIRA, a ratio of 3.6 to 1.

The fact that the ratio reflecting an undue focus on EPA is exactly the same (3.6 to 1) for 
both the Bush and Obama Administrations clearly indicates that the use of the meeting 
process to target EPA rules is an institutional characteristic of OIRA.  In other words, 
it is not a problem only with a Republican OIRA or a Democratic OIRA, but rather a 
problem with OIRA itself, under any administration.  These data also undercut criticisms 
by regulated industries and their congressional allies that the Obama Administration has 
not adequately supervised the rulemaking activities of EPA.  After all, more than half of 
all meetings under the Obama Administration have been about EPA rules.

Figure 6
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How OIRA’s Meeting Policy Impairs EPA Rulemaking

Because OIRA’s meeting policy places no limits on outside parties’ opportunities to 
participate, the number and frequency of meetings is limited only by the resources and 
interests of the outside parties.  As a result, rules promulgated by EPA are especially likely 
to attract vigorous industry participation.  Throughout its existence, EPA has served as 
the number-one target of deregulatory efforts by industry groups.49  And the average 
environmental rule presents countless issues that are bound to whip regulated entities into 
a frenzy (e.g., the feasibility of a pollution control standard, the cost and performance of 
available technologies, the requirements for monitoring and reporting).50  Ultimately, OIRA’s 
“all you can meet” policy permits industry groups with resources to spare to browbeat EPA 
rules—their favorite target—with a predictably constant stream of meetings.

Aside from any substantive effects on the rules themselves, EPA ends up wasting resources 
and personnel on these meetings, when its hands are already more than full contending with 
the same kinds of arguments in its own communications with industry stakeholders.  EPA 
prudently sends agency representatives to most of the meetings in order to defend its rules 
from industry attack in front of OIRA.  Indeed, Croley found that “EPA staff are especially 
likely to attend meetings about their rules, relative to all other agencies,” probably due to the 
intensely controversial nature of environmental regulations.51

OIRA, as an institution, has a history of viewing EPA regulations as overly aggressive and 
economically unsound, so industry complaints along the same lines are almost certain to find 
a receptive audience.  For example, in OIRA’s recent review of EPA’s proposal to regulate 
coal ash,52 industry groups met with OIRA 33 times (out of 47 total meetings).  They argued 
that EPA’s rule would inadvertently impose a crippling “stigma” on the beneficial recycling 
of coal ash, spelling disaster for the reuse industry, and by extension, the environment.53  Lo 
and behold, at the conclusion of its review, OIRA faulted the agency for neglecting such a 
compelling issue and demanded that the proposal incorporate industry’s concerns before 
being released.54  In its rush to accommodate industry stakeholders, OIRA ignored the fact 
that EPA had never observed such a stigma effect in its prior experience,55 and it failed to 
address whether potential “market stigma” was even a permissible factor for consideration 
under the relevant statute.56  When the proposed rule was finally released, its cost-benefit 
analysis suggested that the most effective regulatory option could result in an enormous 
stigma effect:  $233.5 billion in negative benefits (costs) to society.57  Much to the detriment 
of communities affected by toxic coal ash, the weaker regulatory alternatives that would 
barely make a dent in the status quo were made to appear far more attractive—exactly the 
outcome that industry wanted in the first place.

EPA is already an embattled agency by any measure and is unable to count on the President 
for vital support when its authority or credibility is threatened.58  And yet, among all 
agencies, EPA alone is confronted with this kind of steady, relentless information flow 
between industry groups and OIRA economists—a veritable tag team of opposition.   
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In the final section of this paper, we explore further the influence that these meetings might 
have on the outcome of OIRA’s review of EPA rules.

Excessive Interference in Rules That Are “Not Economically 
Significant”

Background:  The Scope of OIRA’s Reviewing Authority

In the Reagan-Bush era, Executive Order (EO) 12,291 gave OIRA the authority to review  
all proposed and final rules promulgated by federal agencies (except independent agencies), 
and it reviewed between 2,000 and 3,000 rules per year.59  OIRA’s overbearing involvement 
in agency rulemaking sparked intense controversy in Congress and in the press, raising 
concerns about the separation of powers, the transparency of the review process,  
and rulemaking delay.60

In 1993, soon after President Clinton was elected, he issued EO 12,866 to replace the 
previous executive orders (12,291 and 12,498).61  This executive order was meant to define 
OIRA’s authority and obligations in a clear and systematic way.  Toward that end, it permits 
OIRA to review only “significant regulatory actions,” which may be identified as such by 
either the agency or OIRA.62  According to section 3(f ) of the order, a regulatory action is 
“significant” if it is “likely to result in a rule that may”:

1. Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect 
in a material way the economy, a sector of the economy, productivity, competition, 
jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal governments or 
communities;

2. Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by 
another agency;

3. Materially alter the budgetary impact of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs 
or the rights and obligations of recipients thereof; or

4. Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President’s priorities, 
or the principles set forth in this Executive order.63

Rules that fall under subsection (1) are called “economically significant,” while rules that 
fall under subsections (2)-(4) are called one of several things: “not economically significant,” 
“non-economically significant,” “otherwise significant,” or “significant for noneconomic 
reasons.” For economically significant rules, agencies are required to prepare a full cost-
benefit analysis, with extensive consideration of alternatives.64  For non-economically 
significant rules, agencies must prepare only an “assessment” of costs and benefits (without 
the underlying “analysis”).65
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As a result of OIRA’s newly limited authority, in 1994 the total number of rules reviewed by 
OIRA dropped sharply to 831, and ever since 1995, the number has hovered approximately 
between 500 and 700 per year.66  The portion consisting of economically significant rules 
stayed roughly the same size as before the new executive order (when they were called 
“major” rules), around 100 per year, with the rest (400-600) representing non-economically 
significant rules.

The fact that, among all the rules reviewed by OIRA per year, non-economically 
significant rules greatly outnumber economically significant rules—at a ratio of 6 to 1—
is at odds with the overriding purpose of EO 12,866.  The order focused predominantly 
on the $100 million threshold, the signature test for economically significant rules, as a 
way of constraining OIRA’s authority.67  OIRA’s review of non-economically significant 
rules was meant to be the exception, not the rule.  While the definitions of non-
economically significant rules (sections 3(f)(2)-(4) above) are certainly capable of being 
applied generously—particularly the “novel legal or policy issues” criterion of subsection 
(4)—to do so would swallow the usefulness of limiting OIRA’s authority in the first place.

Unlike section 3(f )(1), which implicates OIRA’s significant authority to scrutinize a 
regulation’s effects on the economy, the environment, and public health, sections 3(f )(2)-(4)
of EO 12,866 are written in a way that evokes OIRA’s more moderate “coordinating” role.68  
And yet OIRA appears to treat sections 3(f )(2)-(4) as “catch-all” provisions, under which it 
can simply move any rules it desires to review into its “to-do” pile and proceed to exercise 
its full authority over them.  Indeed, former OIRA Administrator Sally Katzen saw these 
provisions as preserving OIRA’s authority to review any “controversial regulations” that fail 
to meet the $100-million threshold, while still not requiring agencies to submit all rules to 
OIRA, as they had to under EO 12,291.69  If this is the case, then EO 12,866’s limitation of 
OIRA’s authority was just for show, protecting from review only those rules that OIRA has 
no interest in reviewing.

Moreover, the fact that the number of non-economically significant rules remains so steady 
from year to year suggests that OIRA simply converged on a manageable number of rules 
to select each year for review, regardless of whether they actually meet the order’s criteria.  
After all, what are the chances that “serious inconsistenc[ies]” between agencies, “material[] 
alter[ations]” of budgetary impacts, and “novel legal or policy issues” arise at the same rate 
every year?

In this part of the study, we investigated the extent to which these non-economically 
significant rules, already on the border of OIRA’s authority and over-selected for review, are 
also subjected to stakeholder meetings once brought into the system.
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Results

Out of 409 rules that were the subject of at least one OIRA meeting from October 16, 2001 
to June 1, 2011, 161 of them (39 percent) were economically significant, while 248 of them 
(61 percent) were non-economically significant, as illustrated in Figure 7 below.  If a rule’s 
“significance” designation was changed between different review periods (e.g., between the 
proposed-rule stage and the final-rule stage), we used its final designation for the study.

Figure 7

As for the number of meetings associated with each kind of rule, 592 meetings (56 percent) 
were held to discuss the 161 economically significant rules, while the other 462 meetings  
(44 percent) concerned the 248 non-economically significant rules.  In other words,  
each economically significant rule generated an average of 3.7 meetings, while each  
non-economically significant rule generated an average of 1.9 meetings.

So, while economically significant rules generate roughly twice the number of meetings as 
non-economically significant rules, the number of non-economically significant rules that 
are discussed in any number of meetings is about 50 percent larger than the number of 
economically significant rules.  These trends were relatively consistent across the Bush II 
and Obama Administrations, with the economically significant rules generating the most 
meetings (53 percent of meetings for Bush and 62 percent of meetings for Obama), but 
the non-economically significant rules making up the majority of rules that are the subject 
of meetings (63 percent of rules for Bush and 55 percent of rules for Obama).  Even in the 
Clinton era, Croley found that most of the rules discussed at meetings (58 percent) were 
non-economically significant.70
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Even though large numbers of meetings are most often associated with rules that surpass the 
$100 million threshold, five of the “top 20” rules listed in Table 5 above—those that were the 
subject of the most meetings—were not economically significant (producing between 8 and 
14 meetings each).  We examined these five rules to get a sense of why they were considered 
“significant” and thus in need of review by OIRA.  Two of them parroted the language of 
section 3(f )(4), citing “novel legal or policy issues” without any further explanation of what 
those issues were.71  For another rule, the Department of Transportation cited “the amount of 
public interest” likely to be generated—not a valid criterion under EO 12,866, but a factor 
specified by the Department’s own regulatory policies.72  The other two simply declared that 
the rule “is” or “has been determined” a significant regulatory action, with no more detailed 
justification anywhere in the rulemaking docket.73  A larger-scale examination of non-
economically significant rules would be beyond the scope of this paper, but already this small 
sample suggests that the decision to label a rule “significant” for noneconomic reasons, and 
thus bring it under OIRA’s authority, is far from systematic or transparent.

Because they may lack the newsworthiness of many economically significant rules, non-
economically significant rules seem particularly likely to attract one-sided participation from 
industry groups that are directly affected, while escaping the attention of public interest 
groups with limited resources.  Figure 8 below suggests that for non-economically significant 
rules, the proportion of meeting attendees representing industry interests is 7 percent 
greater than it is for economically significant rules.  Indeed, this difference is slight, and the 
representation of public interest groups appears to show no difference at all.  But the fact that 
non-economically significant rules are at least as susceptible to excessive industry lobbying as 
economically significant rules—if not more so—underscores the importance of keeping most 
of them properly out of OIRA’s review process to begin with.
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Figure 8

President Obama scored points with the public interest community74 when he revoked 
George W. Bush’s EO 13,422, which had extended OIRA’s authority to review non-binding 
guidance documents issued by agencies—a significant expansion of its reach that threatened 
to further impede agency action.75  But as our data suggests, OIRA’s extensive and arbitrary 
involvement in non-economically significant rulemakings may represent an even greater 
intrusion, one that has gone unnoticed and unaddressed due to the low-profile nature  
of the rules.

President Clinton’s EO 12,866 triumphantly claimed to “reaffirm the primacy of Federal 
agencies in the regulatory decision-making process.”76  In reality, OIRA undermines the 
agency system by micromanaging so many routine regulations and exposing them to industry 
lobbyists outside the notice-and-comment period—conduct that violates the spirit, if not the 
letter, of EO 12,866.
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When:  The Timing of OIRA Meetings

The Stages of the Rulemaking Cycle

Background:  The Problem of Pre-Proposal Discussions with Stakeholders

To a large extent, an agency’s proposed rule defines and limits the possibilities of the final 
regulation.  Courts have imposed the requirement that an agency’s final rule must be a 
“logical outgrowth” of its proposed rule, such that the proposed rule should alert interested 
parties to all the relevant issues and alternatives that may play a part in the final rule.77  If 
the final rule is materially different from the proposed rule in unanticipated ways, then 
stakeholders may have been deprived of a meaningful opportunity to comment on several 
aspects, and a court may order the agency to open another notice-and-comment period or 
even start over from scratch to remedy the defect.78

In an effort to withstand judicial review, agencies often seek the input of influential 
stakeholders as they develop their proposed rules, so that they will not be faced with 
unforeseen issues arising during notice-and-comment that require material changes in the 
final rule.  The problem with this way of operating is twofold.  First, these pre-proposal 
discussions lack the transparency of the agency’s notice-and-comment period.  The public is 
not privy to their contents, or even the fact that they occurred, because agencies are required 
to log only those contacts that take place after the proposed rule has been released.79  Second, 
the shell-shocked agency’s desire to build consensus or appease litigious stakeholders even at 
the brainstorming stage of rulemaking leads to policy that merely “satisfices,” instead of the 
kind of imaginative problem solving that the agency’s experts are capable of.80

When the proposed rule is ultimately released as part of the agency’s Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (NPRM), what the public sees is the result of a long process of negotiation 
that took place behind closed doors.81  The available options and alternatives are largely 
fixed by this point, restricting decisionmakers to the task of choosing among them, and the 
compromises littered throughout the proposal render it muddled and nearly incoherent to 
those who were not involved in pre-proposal discussions.82  Considering that industry groups 
vastly outperform public interest groups in these pre-proposal communications with the 
agency—at a ratio of 170 to 1 for one subset of EPA rules83—the battle for balanced and 
effective regulation is often lost before it begins.

Here, we extend this account by investigating the extent of pre-proposal communications 
with OIRA, which exacerbate the transparency and accountability issues present  
at the agency level.
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Results

Of the 1,056 meetings that took place over the studied time period and were identified  
with a rulemaking stage, 452 of them (43 percent) took place at the pre-proposal stage.  
These include a few meetings at the “prerule” stage (during which agencies “determine 
whether or how to initiate rulemaking”), but mostly they occurred at the “proposed rule” 
stage (during which agencies formulate and prepare to release their proposed rule),84  
as Figure 9 illustrates below.

Figure 9

The percentage of meetings that occurred at the pre-proposal stage has actually been 
greater during the Obama Administration (47 percent) than it was during the Bush II 
Administration (39 percent), indicating an increasing degree of stakeholder influence 
over the shape of agency proposals that come out of OIRA’s review process. 

These pre-proposal meetings were marked by roughly the same imbalance in interest-
group representation as all OIRA meetings generally (see Figure 3 above), with 63 percent 
of individuals representing industry interests (industry groups and the firms attending 
on their behalf ) and only 14 percent representing the public interest community (public 
interest groups and the firms attending on their behalf ).  A similar, if not somewhat greater, 
imbalance also persisted through the final-rule stage (69 percent industry attendees, 10 
percent public interest).
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The consistency of industry’s dominance throughout the rulemaking process is likely no 
coincidence.  Often, the interest-group imbalance at an earlier phase of rulemaking sets the 
stage for an imbalance at a later stage.85  Public interest groups that are not in on the ground 
floor of the OIRA review process—at the pre-proposal stage—will find it harder to penetrate 
the proposed rules and cost-benefit analyses informed by the process.  As a result, these 
groups may have more trouble engaging critically with these documents in further OIRA 
reviews or in the notice-and-comment period.

Also of interest are the 50 percent of meetings that occurred at the “final rule” stage, 
immediately before the agency publishes its final rule.  While not presenting exactly the 
same problems as pre-proposal meetings, these meetings are the most blatantly duplicative 
of the agency’s notice-and-comment process.  Even if the agency itself is unconvinced by a 
stakeholder’s comments and plans not to bend to them in its final rule, the same stakeholder 
may have greater success convincing the technocrats at OIRA after the end of the agency’s 
comment period.  In other words, OIRA’s final-rule review period enables participants with 
ample resources to make an end run around the agency’s notice-and-comment process.

Undermining the Agencies’ Autonomy in the Rule’s Formative Stages

When pre-proposal meetings are held with OIRA instead of the agency, the problems with 
transparency and accountability are sharpened.  Because the body making the judgment calls 
is a an outside group of economics-minded generalists instead of the agency’s own experts, 
the lack of clarity about what concessions were made and who is responsible for them takes 
on a new significance.

On the transparency front, at least OIRA is required to log the occurrence of these pre-
proposal meetings, unlike agencies.86  But without detailed minutes of what was discussed, 
the public is afforded no window into the specific compromises and negotiations embedded 
within the resulting proposal.  While OIRA is required by executive order to disclose “all 
documents exchanged between OIRA and the agency during the review by OIRA”87—at 
the least, the proposed rule originally submitted by the agency and the revised proposal 
returned by OIRA—it characteristically fails to comply with this provision.  Without the 
two documents to juxtapose, any attempt to hold the agency or OIRA accountable for the 
proposal is confounded.

While the agencies themselves too often cede ground to regulated industries during the 
development of their proposed rules, at least when they refuse to do so, they should not 
be undermined at the last minute by bureaucrats at OIRA.  For example, EPA was surely 
bombarded by industry lobbyists during the development of its proposal to regulate coal 
ash, but it resisted such pressures and submitted a straightforward, effective proposal to 
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OIRA.88  When the proposal came through the other side of OIRA’s looking-glass—after 
33 meetings with industry groups—it had grown 50 percent longer, included two weaker 
options more desirable to industry, and was accompanied by an overhauled cost-benefit 
analysis that dramatically rigged the numbers against EPA’s original plan.89  Were it not for 
EPA voluntarily posting the before-and-after versions of the document in its rulemaking 
docket,90 observers would never have known which parts represented EPA’s expertise and 
which represented OIRA’s misguided fiddling.

Much better for EPA to simply release its candid proposal and solicit comments, putting all 
stakeholders on an equal footing, than for OIRA to pre-process the proposal before it ever 
sees the light of day, with early participants (mostly industry representatives) serving as a 
sort of focus group.  OIRA’s meeting policy permits privileged stakeholders to jump the gun 
on the agency process, enlisting OIRA’s aid to establish their own footholds in the agency’s 
proposal, which is then presented as if those compromises had been there from the start.

OIRA’s Formal Review Period

Background:  OIRA’s Preference for “Informal” Reviews

Thus far, we have focused exclusively on OIRA’s “formal reviews” of agency rulemaking 
actions, those that operate under the provisions of EO 12,866.  But this stylized process 
is just the tip of the iceberg of OIRA’s involvement.  The executive order imposed several 
restrictions on formal reviews, limiting them to “significant” rules,91 imposing a 90-day 
maximum duration (with a possible extension of 30 days),92 and requiring OIRA and the 
agencies to disclose the changes made during review.93  OIRA, presumably frustrated with 
these constraints and fearing that its reviews would be ineffective if relegated to a few months 
at the “end of the pipeline,” ramped up its usage of “informal reviews.”94  According to 
OMB, a rule is under informal review once “OIRA has started a substantive discussion with 
the agency concerning the provisions of a draft rule or OIRA has received the rule in draft.”95

These informal reviews begin well before the formal-review period, and OIRA’s involvement 
is apparently quite extensive.  Donald Arbuckle, a former Deputy Administrator of OIRA, 
has emphasized the “continuous nature of OIRA–agency communication,” adding that “an 
OIRA analyst may talk with agency counterparts several times daily, sometimes hourly.”96  In 
2002, OIRA began to boast that agencies were becoming more receptive to these ongoing 
communications, eagerly soliciting OIRA’s feedback early in the rulemaking process.97  Some 
even prefer to call them “consultations” instead of “reviews” to impart a sense of friendly 
collaboration instead of supervision.98

At the same time, OIRA has made it clear that an agency faces the risk of having its rule 
ultimately “returned for reconsideration” if it waits until the formal-review period to get 
OIRA’s input—an explicitly designed “incentive” to bring OIRA into the process as early 
as possible.99  The agencies, well aware that OIRA holds the fate of their rules in its hands, 
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are more than willing to keep OIRA in the loop.  But it would be a mistake to read such 
cooperation, however cordial, as anything more than reluctant self-preservation.  After all, 
a survey of top political appointees at EPA suggested that OIRA’s feedback was fixated on 
reducing regulatory costs, often at the expense of the agency’s substantive positions.100  One 
respondent remarked that even when OIRA was helping to fend off attacks from other White 
House offices, “dealing with [OIRA] was excruciating,”101 with another explaining that the 
White House Competitiveness Council “was much more sympathetic to what we wanted to 
do [than OIRA].”102

These informal reviews, conducted through phone calls and meetings between OIRA and 
agency staff, are said to be very effective at changing the agency’s regulatory plans, according 
to EPA and DOT officials.103  But the public has virtually no way of knowing what happens 
during these reviews, or even how long they last.  OIRA has chosen to narrowly interpret 
the disclosure requirements of EO 12,866 so that the changes OIRA makes during informal 
review do not have to be identified for the public.104  Both defenders and critics of OIRA’s 
informal reviews point out that the resulting changes are not subject to the transparency 
requirements triggered by formal review.105  What is especially puzzling about this distinction 
is that it assumes that OIRA and the agencies do in fact disclose the changes made during 
formal review, when nothing could be further from the truth.  As we explore further 
below, OIRA seemingly never complies with its obligation to disclose the before-and-after 
documents connected with its formal reviews, and the agencies comply with their respective 
disclosure requirements only sporadically and in ways that often confound public scrutiny.

In any event, the changes made during informal review simply become part of the 
agency’s original submission to OIRA, which can then pass quickly through OIRA’s formal 
review—sometimes a mere formality by this point, since OIRA’s work may already be 
done—and the result shows none of OIRA’s fingerprints.106  Needless to say, OIRA pays no 
mind to the 90-day deadline when conducting informal reviews, allowing its involvement 
to stretch much longer and thus delay the release of crucial regulations, as observed in a 
few closely watched cases.107

Ironically, for an executive order designed to enhance the transparency and accountability 
of OIRA’s review process, EO 12,866 seems to have encouraged OIRA to push its activities 
even further into the shadows to escape the order’s requirements.  Somewhat inconsistently, 
though, OIRA does abide by the provisions requiring disclosure of its meetings with outside 
parties during informal reviews (deciding for itself which parts of the executive order are 
important enough to comply with).108  These stakeholder meetings held before the formal 
review period are some of the only traces left behind by the informal review process.  In 
many ways, they represent the earliest point in time that OIRA was provably involved in 
an agency’s rulemaking.  In this part of the study, we examine these meetings for what they 
reveal not only about the nature of interest-group participation, but also about the way that 
OIRA uses informal reviews to circumvent EO 12,866.  
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Results

Of the 1,057 meetings that could be linked to a formal review period, 251 of them (24 
percent) were held prior to the formal review—in other words, during OIRA’s informal 
review—as shown in Figure 10.  The proportion of informal-review meetings was much 
greater under the Bush II Administration (34 percent) than it has been under the Obama 
Administration (10 percent), although the practice clearly continues to a significant extent.

Figure 10

The agency most often subjected to these premature meetings is EPA, with HHS coming 
in second.  Of the 251 meetings held before the formal review period, 101 (40 percent) 
concerned EPA rules and 72 (29 percent) concerned HHS rules, as shown in Figure 11.  As 
one might predict, the agencies responsible for protecting the environment and the public 
health—the favorite targets of regulated industries—disproportionately bear the brunt of 
OIRA’s informal-review meetings (recall from Figure 6 above that EPA rules and HHS rules 
constitute only 11 and 16 percent of all rules submitted to OIRA, respectively).
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Figure 11

For each rule that was the subject of a meeting prior to formal review, we identified the 
earliest such meeting and calculated the time between that first meeting and the beginning 
of the formal review period—a rough proxy for the length of OIRA’s informal review.  This 
time-span is a reasonable estimate, given how little information is disclosed about the 
informal-review period.  In reality, however, OIRA may become involved in agency rules well 
before these initial meetings, and no one knows whether these informal reviews ever “end” at 
some point before the start of the formal-review period.  Nevertheless, we take OIRA at its 
word when it insists on the continuous nature of its informal communications (in an effort 
to show how impractical it would be to disclose them)109 and so we assume that, once started, 
OIRA’s informal involvement continues until the beginning of its formal review.  Figure 
12 below juxtaposes the durations of the informal and formal review periods for each rule 
discussed in one of these early meetings.
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Figure 12

A total of 155 regulatory actions are displayed in the chart (three others were the subject of 
meetings during informal review as well, but their formal review periods have not ended yet, 
so a comparison would not be possible).  The average estimated length of informal review 
was 95 days.  As the chart illustrates, many of these informal reviews were significantly longer 
in duration than the formal reviews that followed.  In many cases, the length of formal 
review is represented by a barely visible red “cap” of just a few days, on top of a long blue 
timeline of informal review (sometimes lasting hundreds of days, even more than a year on 
some occasions).  In 16 cases, the formal review period lasted zero days—that is, it ended the 
same day it began.  In another 15, the formal review period lasted just one day.  Coming after 
extensive informal reviews, these perfunctory formal reviews suggest that OIRA had already 
made its desired changes and was simply “rubber-stamping a pre-negotiated outcome.”110

Figure 13 further indicates that when OIRA engages actively in informal review, the period 
of formal review is shortened.  When OIRA meets with stakeholders exclusively during 
informal review (about one-fifth of the time), the average length of formal review (27 days) is 
one-third of what it is when OIRA seems to have waited until the formal review period to get 
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involved (84 days).  In other words, the use of informal review appears to obviate the need 
for a typically extensive formal review, suggesting that both reviews fulfill the same function.  
OIRA apparently uses informal review not as an additional tool, but rather as a more 
convenient substitute for formal review—one that allows it to exert an even earlier influence 
over agency rules while keeping its suggestions off the record and evading the disclosure 
requirements of EO 12,866.

Figure 13

Indeed, we found some evidence that a larger proportion of rules pass through formal review 
supposedly “without change” in cases where OIRA may have already accomplished most 
of its changes during informal review.  OIRA discloses the general outcome of each formal 
review that it conducts.  The two most common outcomes are “consistent with change” and 
“consistent without change” (“consistent” meaning that the final document complies with the 
principles of EO 12,866).111  The label “consistent with change” is not very revealing since 
it does not specify whether the changes made during review were trivial or significant—but 
given OIRA’s scant disclosures, it is the best indication we have that OIRA altered an agency’s 
rule.  The third most common outcome is “withdrawn,” indicating that the agency withdrew 
its draft rule from OIRA’s review process.  In some cases, however, the circumstances suggest 
that OIRA may have pressured the agency into “withdrawing” a rule that OIRA disliked, 
so that OIRA could avoid officially “returning” the rule and thus having to spell out its 
objections for all to see in a Return Letter.112
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As Figure 14 shows, if all the meetings about a given rule occurred during informal review 
(before formal review), the rule was over four times more likely to be passed through formal 
review “without change” than if all the meetings occurred during formal review (13 percent 
compared to 3 percent, respectively).  The chart suggests that as the meetings increasingly 
occur during formal review, these “unchanged” rules start to dwindle, being replaced by more 
“changed” and “withdrawn” outcomes.

Figure 14

Although we cannot know for sure how to explain these statistics, we can supply a reasonable 
hypothesis.  Meetings held before the formal-review period indicate that OIRA was actively 
involved in informal review and presumably making many of its changes then, so that by the 
time of formal review, it could simply approve the agency’s submission “without change”—
that is, without further change.  On the other hand, when OIRA’s involvement was 
concentrated in the formal-review period, and OIRA suddenly encountered agency rules that 
were developed largely without its input, it was more likely to officially demand changes at 
that time (hence the greater proportion of “changed” rules: 86 percent instead of 80 percent).  
Also, OIRA’s first impression of disapproval may trigger the agency to withdraw the rule 
(hence the slightly greater proportion of “withdrawn” rules: 8 percent instead of 5 percent).
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Of course, we should not overlook the fact that at least 80 percent of these rules were 
“changed” during formal review in all three scenarios.  Further studies might try to determine 
the significance of these changes, to investigate whether those made after a long period of 
informal review tend to be more trivial than others (i.e., polishing changes).

Also, the significant percentage of “withdrawals,” especially where there seems to have been 
little involvement by OIRA prior to formal review (8 percent of rules were withdrawn), 
raises the suspicion that they are indeed being used as a less-transparent way for OIRA to 
“return” rules that it finds unacceptable.  Recall that OIRA uses the threat of a “returned” 
rule as an incentive for agencies to cooperate with informal reviews, and then consider the 
fact that among the reviews we examined (those marked by meetings with outside parties) 
OIRA used its formal “return” mechanism only four times in ten years, while 36 reviews 
ended in “withdrawals.”  Indeed, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) found in 2003 
that several withdrawals were at OIRA’s request or by “mutual decision” by OIRA and the 
agency.113  The circumstances surrounding such withdrawals merit further study.

As for the kinds of interest groups that lobby OIRA during informal review, industry groups 
dominate the field once again, to an even greater extent than during formal review (see Figure 
15 below).  In meetings held during formal review, industry representatives outnumber 
public interest representatives by about 4 to 1.  But during informal review, the ratio is nearly 
10 to 1—an imbalance more than twice as severe.  The more that OIRA pushes its process 
away from well-demarcated formal reviews and toward nebulous informal reviews, the 
more that public interest groups are left in the dust, most likely because they cannot afford 
to devote their attention or resources to modes of participation that are so speculative and 
premature.

Taken all together, these data suggest that OIRA’s use of informal reviews is a way of 
gaming the system to avoid accountability for its role in agency rulemaking, a twisting 
of EO 12,866 that reduces the main event—formal review, with its various safeguards 
and restrictions—to a vestigial afterthought.  And by maintaining its meeting policy 
during informal review, OIRA gives regulated industries an even earlier opportunity 
to disparage the agencies’ barely formed rules, with almost no balance from other 
viewpoints.  Ironically, any public interest groups that join the process at the scheduled 
time (formal review) are likely to find that they arrived too late.
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Figure 15
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Why:  The Purpose and Impact of OIRA 
Meetings

Delaying the Publication of Agency Rules

Background:  The Problem of Rulemaking Delay

From the beginning, OIRA’s review process led to substantial delays in getting rules 
published in the Federal Register, sometimes holding up significant regulatory initiatives for 
years.114  In 1993, EO 12,866 introduced a deadline of 90 days, allowing for a one-time 
extension of 30 days (with the approval of OIRA’s director and at the request of the agency 
head),115 and in most cases OIRA completes its work within the allotted time.  But in a 
number of very noteworthy rulemakings, OIRA’s reviews extend well beyond the maximum 
of 120 days.  For example, OIRA’s review of EPA’s proposed coal-ash regulation lasted over 
six months, and EPA’s proposal to list five dangerous chemicals under the Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA) has been languishing in review ever since May 2010 (over 15 months, 
as of this writing).

These delays are particularly troubling and wasteful when they occur at the pre-proposal 
stage, in light of the additional delays still to come after the agency is permitted to publish 
its proposed rule.  For example, in the coal-ash rulemaking, after OIRA held onto EPA’s 
proposal for six months, EPA was finally able to open its public comment period, which 
normally lasts 90 days but was extended by another 60 days to accommodate the flood of 
comments (many of which, incidentally, covered the same arguments presented to OIRA 
over the prior six months).116  With 450,000 comments to sift through, EPA predicted it 
would take a year or more to issue a final rule.117  As time ticks away, communities living near 
coal-ash dumps continue to suffer from poisonous groundwater, blowing piles of dry ash, and 
enormous ash ponds that threaten to spill.118

Indeed, these delays are not merely frustrating or inconvenient; they permit ongoing 
hazards to go unabated (pollution, dangerous work conditions, food contamination) on 
a daily basis.  Consider this current example: in early August 2011, while child labor 
rules proposed by the Department of Labor gathered dust on OIRA’s desk for their ninth 
month, two 17-year-old boys had their legs severed by a large grain auger while on the 
job.119  The rules, which classify certain farm work as too dangerous for minors, may 
have prevented such an accident if they had not been inexplicably stalled in review for so 
long.120

In this part of the study, we investigate the relationship between meetings with OIRA and 
the length of OIRA’s review—specifically, whether stakeholder participation tends to prolong 
OIRA’s review period and exacerbate delays.
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Results

Of the 501 completed reviews that we examined (those in which OIRA met with outside 
parties), 59 reviews (12 percent) lasted longer than 120 days and were thus in violation of 
EO 12,866, as shown in Figure 16.  Within these, 22 reviews extended beyond 180 days 
(about six months).

Figure 16

Of the 99 completed reviews that were longer than 90 days (and thus would require the 30-
day extension under the executive order), 36 of them were not marked as “Review Extended” 
in OIRA’s online historical reports.121  While this may indicate a simple omission on the 
website, it may also suggest that the 90-day deadline was permitted to lapse about one-third 
of the time, without OIRA going through the official procedure of obtaining the extension.  
Already it seems likely that OIRA extends these reviews without the consent of the agency 
head, in violation of EO 12,866.  For example, we are unaware that EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson ever agreed to OIRA’s extended review of EPA’s coal-ash proposal.

As for any correlation between meetings and the length of review, Figure 17 suggests that 
reviews with meetings last, on average, 20 days longer than reviews without meetings.  This 
disparity is twice as large under the Obama Administration (31 days longer) than it was 
under the Bush II Administration (16 days longer).
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Figure 17

The Relationship between Meetings and Lengthy Reviews

Whether this pattern is evidence of a cause-and-effect relationship between meetings 
and longer review periods is unclear.  On one hand, meetings and longer durations may 
be reflections of a common underlying factor.  For example, rules that are particularly 
controversial may be more likely to generate meetings among interested parties, and they 
may also take OIRA longer to evaluate because of the issues involved.

On the other hand, meetings may actually lengthen the review process.  The need to schedule 
meetings with a large number of groups, in addition to the time and attention spent on the 
arguments of attendees instead of on the review itself, may unnecessarily prolong OIRA’s 
review.  Such delays might be especially likely when an entire industry launches an extensive 
campaign of participation, drawing on all its member companies and associations to hammer 
the same points in a succession of meetings (e.g., 33 meetings attended by 88 industry 
representatives during the coal-ash review that lasted 200 days; 17 meetings attended by 67 
industry representatives during the review of a rule on obtaining mortgages that lasted 97 
days).122  The association between meetings and longer reviews only encourages industry 
groups to act strategically by overwhelming the meeting process.  Even if a regulation is 
sure to be issued at some point, large businesses can save an enormous amount of money in 
compliance costs just by delaying it for a few weeks or months.
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Then again, quantity isn’t everything:  even a small handful of meetings with influential 
industry groups may be enough to alert OIRA to the high political stakes involved, and 
OIRA may simply stall the review in order to protect industry interests for as long as 
possible.  For example, the FDA’s final rule on cattle feed standards (to prevent the spread 
of mad cow disease) provoked only two meetings, attended by 14 individuals representing 
the “Who’s Who” of the feed and rendering industries.123  Yet OIRA still sat on the rule for 
172 days.  What ultimately jogged OIRA into action was a decision by South Korea to lift 
trade restrictions on U.S. beef if the U.S. would adopt cattle feed restrictions—the very ones 
that had been growing moldy at OIRA for nearly six months.124  Two days after the trade 
announcement, OIRA suddenly wrapped up its review, thereby confirming that there had 
been no legitimate reason for the delay in the first place.125  The only thing preventing OIRA 
from completing its review on time was its desire to appease powerful agribusiness companies 
that strongly objected to the rule under review.

Changing the Substance of Agency Rules

Background:  Inadequate Documentation of Changes Made During Review

Above, we concluded that OIRA uses informal reviews in part to make changes to agency 
rules without having to comply with EO 12,866’s disclosure requirements.  But even when 
OIRA waits until the formal review period to meddle with the agency’s submission, it 
continues to shirk its transparency obligations and instead shifts all responsibility for making 
disclosures to the agencies themselves.

EO 12,866 assigns separate disclosure requirements to OIRA and the agencies.  OIRA, for 
its part, is required to “make available to the public all documents exchanged between OIRA 
and the agency during the review by OIRA” after the rule is published in the Federal Register 
or the agency decides not to issue it.126  At a minimum, these documents would include the 
agency’s original draft as it was submitted and OIRA’s final version returned to the agency 
(typically a “redlined” document showing OIRA’s revisions), if not additional notes and 
suggestions passed between them.

But OIRA does not disclose these before-and-after documents anywhere on its website.  
OIRA insists that the requirement applies only to “exchanges made between OIRA staff 
at the branch chief level and above, not documents exchanged between OIRA desk officers 
and staff in regulatory agencies.”127  Because review documents are virtually always 
exchanged between agency staff and OIRA desk officers128 (perhaps by design), this self-
serving interpretation seems to alleviate OIRA of its responsibility.
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The agency issuing the rule is required to identify the “substantive changes” between its pre-
review draft and its final action “in a complete, clear, and simple manner,” specifying those 
changes “that were made at the suggestion or recommendation of OIRA.”129  Without any 
government-wide guidance on what exactly to disclose, or monitoring of agency compliance, 
the transparency of agency disclosures has been wildly inconsistent.130  Agencies often fail 
to identify changes, or specify whether any of them were attributable to OIRA, even upon 
personal request (on one occasion in 2002, a Department of Labor representative insisted 
that it would be illegal to disclose such information).131  At the same time, some agencies 
(especially EPA) often go above and beyond their duties by disclosing before-and-after 
documents and other exchanges with OIRA.132  The GAO found that it was actually harder 
to find the relevant documentation in 2009 than in 2003 due to the difficulty of searching 
the online “Federal Docket Management System” (www.regulations.gov).133  Rules typically 
do not even indicate whether any such documents are available in the docket, and the 
documents themselves are labeled and filed (by hired contractors) in non-uniform ways.134

In short, the reality of these disclosures is anything but “complete, clear, and simple.”  As for 
now, the only readily available indications of OIRA’s changes are the terse labels that OIRA 
uses to describe its “completed action” for each review:

•	 “Consistent with change” where “consistent” means that the final document is 
consistent with the principles of EO 12,866

•	 “Consistent without change”
•	 “Withdrawn” by the agency
•	 “Returned for reconsideration” by OIRA
•	 A “statutory or judicial deadline” by which the rule was required to be issued, thus 

cutting short OIRA’s review
•	 Other outcomes that occur only rarely: “sent improperly” and “emergency”135

Admittedly, these labels are a crude instrument for measuring the extent of OIRA’s changes.  
Whether OIRA makes minor alterations to a rule’s punctuation or drastically rewrites its 
central provisions, the label is the same: “consistent with change.”136  The label also gives 
no indication of the direction of any changes made, whether the rule was weakened or 
strengthened.  Even worse, OIRA claims that the “changes” may have been made entirely 
on the issuing agency’s initiative while the rule was under review.137  We would much prefer 
to evaluate OIRA’s influence in a more fine-grained, qualitative way, but the dearth of other 
sources of information leaves us to work with these labels as best we can.

In this part of the study, we examine any correlations between rules discussed in meetings 
with OIRA and rules that are “changed” during OIRA’s review, to estimate (very roughly) 
whether stakeholders are successful at obtaining their desired changes from participating in 
the process.
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Results

Over the entire time period studied (October 16, 2001 to June 1, 2011), reviews in 
which OIRA met with outside parties were 29-percent more likely to be “changed” 
than those with no meetings (85 percent divided by 66 percent, see Figure 18).  During 
the Bush II years, reviews with meetings were 35-percent more likely to be changed 
than those without (85 percent divided by 63 percent).  During the Obama years, the 
difference has been much less severe:  reviews with meetings have been only 8-percent 
more likely to be changed (82 percent divided by 76 percent).  Thus, among reviews with 
meetings, the proportion of “changed” rules has stayed remarkably consistent across both 
Administrations (85 percent under Bush, 82 percent under Obama).  What has changed 
is that under Obama, OIRA has been changing more rules even without meetings (76 
percent, compared to 63 percent under Bush), thus narrowing the gap.

Figure 18

In Steven Croley’s study of OIRA meetings in the Clinton era, he found that EPA rules were 
particularly likely to be “changed,” as compared to rules from other agencies, even if they 
were not the subject of meetings with OIRA.138  Indeed, Figure 19 below demonstrates that 
among all OIRA’s reviews (those with meetings and those without), a greater proportion of 
EPA rules were changed (84 percent) than those of other agencies (65 percent).  This pattern 
is further evidence that OIRA disproportionately targets EPA.
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Figure 19

At first glance, the occurrence of meetings appears not to make a difference in OIRA’s 
treatment of EPA rules.  EPA rules that were the subject of meetings were changed 
85-percent of the time, while EPA rules that were not discussed in meetings were changed 
83-percent of the time (results not shown here)—hardly a significant difference.  But when 
each Administration is examined separately, a different pattern emerges.

Under Bush II, OIRA’s meetings with outside parties did in fact seem to result in more 
frequent changes to EPA rules (see Figure 20).  Rules were 7-percent more likely to be 
“changed” when meetings occurred (89 percent divided by 83 percent) and were one-sixth as 
likely to pass through review “without change” (2 percent compared to 12 percent).
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Figure 20

Under Obama, OIRA strangely appears less likely to change EPA rules when it meets  
with outside parties (see Figure 21).  But some of the data demand a closer look.  First, it is 
somewhat remarkable that among reviews with meetings, none of the rules passed through 
“without change.”  Second, the results show a surprising number of “deadline” outcomes  
(19 percent of reviews with meetings) when OIRA met with outside parties, something  
that was exceedingly rare under Bush.  When OIRA’s review is cut short by statutory  
or judicial “deadline,” the label gives no indication of whether any changes were made  
during the truncated review.  Indeed, it is essentially useless as an indication of what 
happened during review.

So, we identified the ten EPA rules comprising the 19-percent “deadline” outcomes and 
searched through the online rulemaking docket for evidence of OIRA’s changes.  For nine 
of them, EPA had posted redlined documents showing OIRA’s revisions, and in most cases, 
email correspondence between OIRA and EPA implying that changes were made.  In seven 
of these, OIRA had made what seem like extensive changes to the rule—typically both the 
preamble and the text of the regulation itself.139  In the other two, OIRA appears to have 
changed, at the least, the impact assessments that accompany the agency’s rule.140  Without 
a clear summary of the changes made, we could not ascertain how substantive or significant 
these changes were.  But given that OIRA uses the label “consistent with change” when even 
clerical corrections were made, we find it misleading that so many of these rules were simply 
labeled “deadline.”
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If we were to consider these nine “deadline” rules to be “changed,” then EPA rules that 
are the subject of meetings would have been changed 94 percent of the time instead of 77 
percent.  Coincidentally, that is the same exact percentage that Croley found in his Clinton-
era study, for EPA rules discussed at meetings with OIRA.141  With this new figure, it would 
appear that meetings do in fact correspond with the likelihood that OIRA will change EPA 
rules under Obama, although it is difficult to estimate by what percentage, since we do 
not know how many “deadline” outcomes among reviews without meetings are also hiding 
OIRA’s changes.

Figure 21

In any case, rules from agencies other than EPA are much more sensitive to the effects of 
meetings, to a greater extent under Bush than under Obama (results not shown here).  In the 
Bush years, when a non-EPA rule became the subject of a meeting, the likelihood that OIRA 
would change the rule increased by 38 percent (84 percent divided by 61 percent).  In the 
Obama years, the likelihood that OIRA would change the rule increased by only 13 percent 
(85 percent divided by 75 percent), although the agencies were also 50 percent more likely to 
withdraw the rule from review when meetings were held (12 percent divided by 8 percent).
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Returning to the set of all reviews (from all agencies and under both Administrations),  
we find that the percentage of rules that are changed increases along with the number  
of meetings held, as shown in Figure 22.  Technically, the percentage of “changed” rules 
reaches a peak of 96 percent at four meetings (from a low of 67 percent at zero meetings).  
However, after three meetings, the handful of rules that are not “changed” are listed  
as “deadline” outcomes, so it is quite likely that virtually all reviews with four or more 
meetings are in fact changed.

Figure 22

This dynamic should only encourage groups of stakeholders to arrange several meetings with 
OIRA, if they have the resources or wisdom to do so.  Among reviews with meetings, 39 
percent were marked by more than one meeting (see Figure 23).  At the same time, even one 
meeting with OIRA increases the likelihood that the rule will be changed by 15 percentage 
points (67 percent to 82 percent, as shown in Figure 22 above), with further meetings 
bringing diminishing returns.  So overall, scheduling just one meeting with OIRA is not  
an unwise strategy.
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Figure 23

OIRA as a One-Way Ratchet That Only Weakens Agency Rules

While OIRA’s vague disclosures give us no indication of how it changes any of these rules, 
a number of studies suggest that OIRA almost exclusively weakens agency rules.  A survey 
of top political appointees at EPA under Bush I and Clinton suggested that OIRA never or 
rarely made changes that would enhance protection of human health or the environment, 
and often or always made regulations less burdensome for regulated entities.142

In another study, the GAO identified 25 rules that were “significantly changed” by OIRA 
between June 2001 and July 2002.143  CPR Member Scholar David Driesen then examined 
these changes and concluded that for 24 of the 25 rules, OIRA’s suggested changes “would 
weaken environmental, health, or safety protection” (in the remaining rule, the change  
had no impact on safety, one way or another).144  OIRA met with outside parties about  
only 11 of these 25 rules, so obviously many of the changes were coming from OIRA itself.145  
Indeed, as our data suggest, even though OIRA is more likely to change rules when it meets 
with outside parties, it still changes rules at an alarming rate (65 to 83 percent) even  
without meetings.  Its institutional role (serving as a “check” on “excessive” regulation) 
and the biased methodology that it uses (cost-benefit analysis) are more than enough 
to undermine protective regulations, with or without the shrill complaints of regulated 
industries to help it along.
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At the same time, it would be a mistake to write off the influence of industry participation.  
Although Croley found a correlation between meetings and rule changes in the Clinton 
era, he argued that there was no cause-and-effect relationship, simply chalking it up to the 
underlying controversy of the rules:  politically controversial rules would be more likely 
both to generate meetings and to attract OIRA’s more aggressive scrutiny.146  But in the 
GAO’s study, for 7 of the 11 rules that were the subject of meetings, the changes made by 
OIRA were directly traceable to the suggestions of industry groups.147  And in several highly 
publicized EPA rulemakings during the Obama Administration, industry participants have 
gotten exactly what they wanted from lobbying OIRA:

•	 Coal ash:  The ash-recycling industry insisted that a hazardous-waste designation on 
disposed coal ash would impose a crippling stigma on its “beneficial uses.”  OIRA 
adopted the industry’s argument with such blind enthusiasm that it estimated a 
“stigma cost” of $233.5 billion, in a calculation so careless and arbitrary that it should 
have been embarrassing to an office that prides itself on mathematical rigor.148

•	 Boiler MACT:  Chemical plants and other manufacturers objected “ferociously” to 
EPA’s proposed “maximum achievable control technology” (MACT) standard for 
industrial and commercial boilers, arguing that its costs would be unacceptably 
high.149  After meetings with OIRA, at which they argued for a weaker rule and 
offered letters from members of Congress in support of their attack,150 the final 
rule that emerged had been modified so as to cut the costs in half.151  The resulting 
protections are “modest” by comparison to EPA’s original proposal.152

•	 Lead Renovation, Repair, and Painting Program (RRP):  A key testing provision  
was dropped from EPA’s proposed lead paint rule following intensive lobbying  
by the home-renovation industry.153  One top executive wasted no time boasting  
of the industry’s influence:  “The Window and Door Dealers Alliance made this battle 
a top priority and organized industry leaders to attend a White House meeting  
with OIRA officials in order to present the industry case against the regulation …  
In the end, we prevailed.”154

How Industry’s Dominance of the Meeting Process Translates into Influence

Whenever OIRA is confronted over its meeting policy, it dismisses any implication that 
industry groups are actually gaining an advantage by meeting with OIRA more often:  
“The numbers of meetings that ‘one side’ gets versus another is not indicative of one 
side getting more input into the process.”155  Indeed, OIRA’s “all you can meet” policy is 
premised on the idea that more information is always better, and that OIRA is capable 
of objectively filtering through all the information that comes its way—a highly idealized 
picture of decisionmaking.

In many ways, though, the amount of information that one side is allowed to inject into 
the system does give it an advantage over other groups that have trouble keeping up.  In the 
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context of lobbying agencies, CPR Member Scholar Wendy Wagner has written about the 
phenomenon of “information capture,” by which stakeholders use “costly communications—
well beyond what is necessary to convey the message—to gain control over regulatory 
outcomes.”156  Those with greater access to relevant information, superior resources, and 
higher stakes are better situated to dominate the game.157  According to Wagner, information 
capture is the result of “filter failure.”158  The administrative process typically fails to impose 
limits on the content and volume of information submitted by participants, often out of a 
well-intentioned “commitment to open government and full participation.”159

Of course, information capture in the context of OIRA is not exactly the same as it is in the 
context of the agencies themselves.  For example, an agency’s public-comment period creates 
different incentives for information overload (to preserve claims in future litigation)160 and 
spits out whatever information it takes in (by publishing all the comments), further adding 
to the complexity that other groups have to navigate.161  But the operating principles are the 
same:  (1) given a sharply uneven playing field, failing to regulate the flow of information 
will result in a gross imbalance in participation, and (2) in a regulatory system that runs on 
information, “quantity does matter.”

Indeed, the inherent malleability of cost-benefit analysis—OIRA’s principal decisionmaking 
tool—renders it particularly susceptible to industry’s influence.  Cost-benefit analysis is 
founded upon the idea that “numbers [are] attachable to the probabilities and magnitudes of 
possible outcomes,” when in reality “such numbers are rarely available, [so] they are usually 
assumed or invented.”162  For instance, when OIRA needs specialized information about how 
an industry operates, in order to predict how a given regulation will affect its bottom line, the 
industry is put in a uniquely powerful position.  Industry-supplied estimates of technology 
costs and market effects ultimately become etched in stone.  To OIRA, numbers that are 
biased, speculative, or even arbitrary are preferable to no numbers at all (OIRA’s adoption of 
the industry’s “stigma” prediction in EPA’s coal-ash rulemaking is a prime example).

Conclusion
Those familiar with the scholarly work of Cass Sunstein might expect him to understand 
better than anyone how an overwhelming quantity of industry input could sway 
decisionmakers.  As a scholar and an administrator, Sunstein is fascinated with “behavioral 
economics,” a theory that emphasizes the cognitive biases and heuristics that limit the 
rationality of human thinking.163  Just as Sunstein wastes no opportunity to discuss how the 
average person’s decisions—what we eat, what we buy, how we spend our time—are shaped 
by context, we must also recognize the unique institutional and informational context that is 
likely to influence decisionmaking at OIRA.  

The overwhelming abundance of industry-supplied information makes it far more cognitively 
“available” to OIRA analysts than the rarely heard voices of the public interest community.  
And in a political context that elevates even the most mundane regulatory dispute to a battle 
over the soul of the country—determining once and for all whether the President supports 
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the business community or stubbornly adheres to “big government” tactics—OIRA is 
hardly immune from the pressure of appeasing powerful business interests.  Finally, OIRA’s 
institutional biases toward economically minded arguments and sober-minded probabilities 
favor the arguments of industry groups over those of public interest groups, which are often 
in the position of urging greater protection against unknowable or unprecedented risks.

Theorizing aside, we can at least rely on common sense:  if regulated industries consistently 
failed to get results from their expensive lobbying of OIRA, would they continue spending 
their resources on a fruitless endeavor?

Recommendations for Reform
At the beginning of the Obama Administration, CPR Member Scholars urged OIRA 
Administrator Cass Sunstein to shift OIRA’s emphasis from reviewing individual rules to 
concentrating on cross-cutting regulatory problems, such as the threats posed by unsafe 
imports.164  By the beginning of the third year of President Obama’s first term, it became 
clear that the Administration was determined to use OIRA as the leading edge of its political 
efforts to placate big business in an effort to neutralize its attacks on the Administration in 
general and its regulatory policies in specific.  The most recent example is Cass Sunstein’s 
role as the White House official who instructed EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to abandon 
efforts to tighten the NAAQS for ozone (known more familiarly as smog) that has been 
in effect since 1997 and is significantly weaker than the standard proposed by the Bush 
Administration.

So we have little hope that the Obama Administration will contemplate the fundamental 
overhaul of OIRA’s role that is genuinely needed.  For the record, however, such reform 
would include:

•	 Eliminating OIRA’s review of individual regulatory proposals, and instead re-directing 
the Office to focus on cross-cutting regulatory problems that require coordinated 
actions by multiple agencies;

•	 Helping the agencies to develop proposals to strengthen their effectiveness 
administratively and legislatively; and

•	 Advocating targeted budget increases to enable the agencies to enforce existing laws.

Short of those meaningful, fundamental reforms, we offer here a series of more moderate 
proposals that should be regarded as a “first step” toward solving OIRA’s burgeoning 
distortion of statutes like the Clean Water and Clean Air Acts, the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act, and the Mine Safety and Health Act.  These suggested reforms are squarely within reach 
of the Obama Administration, certainly if it is granted a second term.  Although we believe 
the reforms we offer fall far short of the wide-ranging reform that is needed, and even if 
followed, will not defuse OIRA’s overly politicized process, one that trumps expert judgments 
on the protections Americans need and deserve, the changes below would at least eliminate 
blatant violations of EO 12,866 and make the review process fairer.
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‘First Step’ Proposals
 Transparency

1. Once OIRA has completed its review of either a 
proposed or final rule, the agency that originated 
the proposal should post on the Internet (including 
as part of the rule’s electronic docket) a succinct 
explanation of the changes OIRA demanded, along 
with the version of the rule that was submitted to 
OIRA and the revised document that emerged at the 
end of the review period.

2. OIRA should post on the Internet (including, as 
part of the rule’s electronic docket) all of the written 
communications that occurred between its staff and 
the originating agency during its consideration of any 
proposed or final rule.

3. OIRA should end the practice of undertaking 
“informal reviews” of agency policies before they 
are developed into regulatory drafts and officially 
submitted for review.

Level Playing Field 

4. OIRA should stop meeting with outside parties 
during its consideration of a proposed or final 
rule, and instead confine its evaluation to dialogue 
with agency staff and, if necessary, review of the 
ample comments in the rulemaking record.  The 
agency process of reviewing public comments is the 
appropriate venue for outside parties to make their 
case about how best to enforce the nation’s laws via 
regulation.

5. Nevertheless, if OIRA continues to meet with outside 
parties, it should assume an active role in balancing 
the participation, whether through consolidating 
meetings with like-minded participants (seeing 
them all at once), reaching out to the relevant public 
interest groups to encourage their input, or both.

Timeliness

6. OIRA should abide by the deadlines set forth in EO 
12,866 that allow a maximum of 120 days for rule 
review, provided that the agency head agrees to a delay 
beyond 90 days.

7. If OIRA asks for a 30-day extension, its request and 
the agency head’s approval should be in writing and 
made public as soon as they are issued.

8. If OIRA misses these deadlines, agency heads should 
proceed with their rulemaking schedules and the 
President should support those decisions.

Economically Significant Rules

9. OIRA should focus its review on economically 
significant regulatory proposals and stop reviewing 
non-economically significant rules and guidance 
documents that do not fit under the exceptions 
provided by EO 12,866:  namely, that a proposal 
would interfere with another agency’s work,  
materially change entitled programs, or pose  
novel legal or policy issues.

10. In the rare instance when OIRA believes it must 
exercise its authority to pull a non-economically 
significant rule into its review process, it should 
explain in writing how the proposal fits under the 
exceptions set forth in EO 12,866, and it should 
promptly post this explanation on the Internet (both 
on its website and in the rule’s electronic docket).
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Appendix A:  Text of EO 12,866
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Appendix B:  Methodology
To gauge the relative involvement of various types of interest groups in the meeting process, 
we first obtained from the OIRA website all records of meetings that occurred between 
October 16, 2001 and June 1, 2011 (and that were posted as of June 8, 2011).165  The 
starting date corresponds with the beginning of OIRA’s practice of posting online certain 
information about its meetings with outside parties.166  Our data set is necessarily limited 
by the amount of information that OIRA posted as of June 8, 2011, the day we finished 
collecting data and began our analysis.  Since that date, records of meetings that took place 
during our period of study continued to show up sporadically on OIRA’s website.167  Because 
these late-posted meetings could not be incorporated into our study, our results actually 
understate the number of meetings that occurred from October 16, 2001 to June 1, 2011.

For each meeting, OIRA records the names of every individual who attended the meeting 
along with his or her affiliation, and if applicable, the client represented (if the affiliation is 
a law firm, for instance).  Where we needed statistics on the number of rules reviewed by 
OIRA, the average length of review, or OIRA’s completed actions, we obtained them from 
the “Review Counts” page on OIRA’s website.168

We also connected each meeting to the rule it was about and the OIRA review period to 
which it related.  To do so, we checked the list of meetings against the list of OIRA reviews, 
available on OIRA’s website,169 and attempted to match them up using the agency, the date, 
and the topic of the meeting.  These review records yielded much more useful information 
about each meeting’s context, including:

•	 The Rule Identification Number (RIN) for the rule discussed
•	 The rulemaking stage to which the meeting applied (e.g., Proposed Rule, Final Rule)
•	 The “economically significant” status of the rule discussed (Yes or No)
•	 The outcome of OIRA’s review (e.g., whether the rule was changed, returned to the 

agency for reconsideration, withdrawn by the agency, etc.)
•	 The starting and ending dates of OIRA’s review (i.e., the date on which OIRA 

received the agency’s draft rule, and the data on which OIRA completed review)

If a meeting occurred between two OIRA review periods—for example, after OIRA’s review 
of the proposed rule had concluded, but before its review of the final rule had begun—we 
assumed that the meeting related to the upcoming rulemaking stage (the final rule in this 
example).  This assumption was often confirmed by the written materials submitted at the 
meeting, where such materials were disclosed.
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Inadequate Transparency of OIRA Meeting Information

For each meeting, OIRA discloses only the date, the attendees, a one-line description of the 
topic, and any documents submitted at the meeting—the bare minimum required by EO 
12866.170  CPR has urged that OIRA enhance its transparency by releasing detailed minutes 
of these meetings.171  After all, without knowing what was discussed at these meetings, 
observers are unable to divine their significance or connect them to the shape of the resulting 
rule.  But what is more troubling is that even OIRA’s basic disclosures are disappointingly 
unclear, often undermining the very transparency they are supposed to foster.

Despite having ready access to OIRA’s meeting records, it was often difficult for us to 
identify the groups represented at the meetings.  To begin with, the attendees’ affiliations 
are typically identified by cryptic abbreviations instead of their full names.  For example, 
the American Hospital Association and the American Heart Association are both identified 
as “AHA,”172 not even considering the countless other organizations that might share that 
same abbreviation.173  To determine the full name of the organization, one often has to 
perform an Internet search, combining the abbreviation with the name of the individual 
representative, and hope that some website happens to link the two.  Otherwise, one must 
guess from the topic discussed at the meeting which of several organizations with the same 
abbreviation would have been likely to attend.  The extra time and effort required to identify 
these participants renders the meeting process quite opaque, as a practical matter.  OIRA 
has recognized this problem since at least 2003, when it promised to improve the clarity of 
its disclosures and, more specifically, to stop identifying the affiliations of outside parties by 
abbreviations174—yet the practice continues.

The names of individuals and affiliations are made even more obscure by rampant 
misspellings throughout the records, whether caused by careless typing or some flawed data-
entry technology (e.g., auto-complete or optical character recognition).  With so few pieces 
of information to go on, the presence of an undetectable typo is likely to frustrate even a 
lengthy Internet search for the correct identity.  See Table 6 for just a few examples, from the 
subtle to the bizarre, that we were fortunate enough to resolve.
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Year Misspelling from OIRA’s Record Correct Spelling and Identification

2002
John Ikend, University of MD/Siemen 
Club172 John Ikerd, University of MO/Sierra Club

2003 Lewis Layman & Walter173 Lewis Longman & Walker

2003 Arecia174 Avecia

2003 Warner Norcross & Juan175 Warner Norcross & Judd

2004 USAA176
USDA

(U.S. Department of Agriculture)

2006 The Levin Group177 The Lewin Group

2006 Sen. Rul178 Senator Jon Kyl

2007 SecuFit179 Securit

2008 NOOPA180

NODPA

(Northeast Organic Dairy Producers 
Alliance)

2009 BAM181

IAM

(International Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers)

2009 Buzzillnicem USA182 Buzzi Unicem USA

2009 Greenberg Training, LLP183 Greenberg Traurig, LLP

2009 CML184
CMC

(Consumer Mortgage Coalition)

2010 POW185 Dow (Chemical Company)

2010 MUA LTE Network186 MHA LTC Network

Table 6. Some Examples of Misspellings in OIRA Meeting Records

It was scarcely any easier to determine the rule that each meeting was about. Differences  
in wording between the “topic” of a meeting and the “title” of the rule often made it 
necessary to search the Internet for a clearer description of regulations that were being 
considered around that time.  The use of generic labels, specialized jargon, and numeric codes 
in the meeting topics only added to the confusion (not even mentioning any typographical 
errors).  Again, OIRA acknowledged in 2003 that it could improve its description of the 
rule being discussed,190 but there has been no noticeable improvement.  See Table 7 for some 
examples of the disparities between meeting topics and rule titles since 2003.
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Year Meeting Topic Title of the Rule Discussed (from Historical 
Reports)

2003 Part 541 Regulation
Defining & Delimiting the Term “Any Employee 
Employed in a Bona Fide Executive, Administrative, or 
Professional Capacity”188

2004
Housing Goals Proposed 
Rule

Secretary of HUD’s Regulation of Fannie Mae & Freddie 
Mac189

2004 Wetlines Rule
Hazardous Materials: Safety Requirements for External 
Product Piping on Cargo Tanks Transporting Flammable 
Liquids190

2005 Definition of Distrub Protection of Bald Eagles and Definition191

2007 LM-30 Labor Organization Officer and Employee Reports192

2007 Blending Renewable Fuels Standard Program193

2007 “20-in-10”
Passenger Car and Light Truck Corporate Average Fuel 
Economy 2011 to 2015194

2008 1CD-10 Revisions to HIPAA Code Sets195

2008
Prior Converted 
Croplands

Wetlands Reserve Program196

2008 HZA
Modernizing the Labor Certification Process and 
Enforcement for Temporary Agricultural Employment of 
H-2A Aliens in U.S.197

2008 10+2
Importer Security Filing and Additional Carrier 
Requirements198

2009 Meaningful Use Electronic Health Record (EHR) Incentive Program199

2010 NPRM Definition of “Welfare Plan”200

2010 300 Column
Occupational Injury and Illness Recording and Reporting 
Requirements--Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSD) 
Column201

Table 7. Some Examples of Wording Differences between Meeting Topics and 
Rule Titles

The fact that the meeting dates often fell outside of any formal review period by OIRA—
many times in a different year—added to the difficulty of identifying the rule from OIRA’s 
review records.  For meetings where documents were submitted, they were somewhat 
helpful in pinning down the rule, but many (if not most) of the meetings do not have any 
documents posted.  With little extra effort, OIRA could make the connections explicit by 
simply posting the rule’s RIN in the meeting record (or adding it to the record once the rule 
is released) or, even better, cross-referencing the review records and the meeting records with 
hyperlinks.  Instead, the meeting data is kept separate from the review data, and members of 
the public bear the information costs of connecting the two.
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Ironically, OIRA is charged with implementing the Plain Writing Act of 2010 among all 
executive agencies, which “calls for writing that is clear, concise, and well-organized.”205   
In addition, Section 6(b)(5) of EO 12,866 requires that “[a]ll information provided to the 
public by OIRA shall be in plain, understandable language.”206  Yet OIRA stubbornly refuses 
to clarify even its minimal disclosures for the public.

Categorization of Meeting Participants

We assigned a category to each meeting attendee based on the kind of interest group he or 
she represented (see Table 1 above for a list of the categories and subcategories that we used).

We did not categorize or include in our data two groups of meeting participants: (1) 
representatives from OMB or OIRA and (2) representatives from the agency responsible 
for the rule that is the subject of the meeting.  As hosts, at least one OMB or OIRA 
representative attends every meeting.  Similarly, agencies responsible for the rule that is the 
subject of the meeting generally attend every meeting as well, since EO 12,866 requires that 
they be invited to such meetings.207  Consequently, data on the participation of these two 
groups would have no practical bearing on our results.

While the vast majority of affiliations were easy to categorize, the lines between the categories 
were not always clear in every case.  Given the practical difficulty of determining the views  
of the various attendees from OIRA’s scant disclosures, we could not always delve into  
such details.  For those organizations that lie at the boundary between an industry group  
and a public interest group, we attempted to categorize them as best we could, in light of (a) 
the interests promoted by the group, (b) whether the group itself is subject to regulation,  
and (c) the other organizations that shared its meetings.  Ultimately, how we classified  
these ambiguous groups is of minor consequence to our results because their appearances 
before OIRA were few and far between as compared to the other organizations (mostly 
corporations and trade associations), as suggested in Table 1 above.  In other words,  
had we classified these groups differently, our results would have been virtually unaffected.  
Below, we identify the common types of ambiguous groups that were challenging  
to categorize and explain in further detail how we resolved these challenges, acknowledging 
that reasonable minds may differ:

•	 Professional associations:  Often preferring to regulate their professions internally, 
these associations may resist governmental regulation that would impose additional 
or conflicting burdens on practicioners or closely related industries.  For example, 
in a presentation before OIRA, several associations of pathologists argued against 
a proposed regulation that would strengthen the proficiency-testing requirements 
for certain laboratory professionals, citing the rule’s costly impact on the laboratory 
industry and doubting its health benefits.208  On the other hand, some professional 
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associations have become well-known advocates for public interest policies that 
protect public health and the environment, quite apart from the interests of the 
profession itself.  For instance, the American Academy of Pediatrics voiced its support 
for stronger air quality standards for ozone at a meeting with OIRA.209

When setting standards of ethics for their practicioners or advancing the noble 
principles of their professions, these associations may serve the public interest.  At the 
same time, when forcefully defending the interests of their practicioners, and of the 
profession as a whole, they resemble an industry or trade group more than a public 
interest group.  How we categorized these associations depended on which aspect 
seemed to dominate.

•	 Private hospitals:  While hospitals undoubtedly serve their communities, they are 
also heavily regulated institutions with an interest in reducing regulatory burdens.  
Despite the fact that most private hospitals are officially “nonprofit,” both nonprofit 
and for-profit hospitals seek to maximize profits and cut costs.210  Likewise, both 
kinds deliver a similar amount of uncompensated care to patients, much lower than 
the amount delivered by public, government-owned hospitals (incidentally, we did 
not observe any public hospitals participating in these meetings).211  If anything, 
nonprofit hospitals are even more heavily regulated than for-profit hospitals  
because there are many conditions they must satisfy in order to retain their 
preferential tax status.212

For these reasons, we concluded that private hospitals are generally closer to a 
“regulated industry” than a public interest group for the purposes of our study.  
Indeed, hospitals sometimes appeared alongside industry groups in their meetings 
with OIRA.  For example, Harbor-UCLA Medical Center shared a meeting with 
Abbott Laboratories, a health-care products company.213  And the associations of 
pathologists (mentioned above) were joined by several hospitals in their opposition 
to proficiency-testing requirements.214  Most meetings with hospitals were concerned 
with Medicare payment rules215 and the requirements for implementing electronic 
health records,216 areas in which hospitals are likely to advocate their considerable 
financial interests.

•	 Labor unions:  We made the conservative assumption that all labor unions function 
as public interest groups, through advancing workplace health and safety, and the 
rights and benefits of workers.  Although we recognize that labor unions are regulated 
stakeholders, and that they may promote industry positions in the interest of 
preserving jobs, it would be difficult to determine such details in each case.  This way, 
even if we mistakenly classified too many of them as public interest groups, at least we 
would not be gratuitously adding to the already-enormous “industry group” tally.
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•	 For-profit and online colleges:  In 2010 and 2011, a large number of for-profit 
career colleges met with OIRA about regulations that would heighten the scrutiny 
of businesses offering for-profit and online higher education.217  We categorized 
these as “industry groups” instead of “higher-education institutions” because their 
involvement was as a regulated industry, not as scholars providing expertise on a 
separate matter,218 or as college representatives giving voice to the unique regulatory 
needs of academic research.219
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